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ABSTRACT
When examining the factory within the urban fabric, especially those cases that are abandoned and
considered obsolete, it may be possible to see the first generative act as one of un-building. Consider-
ing demolition as an activity of design, this thesis explores the potential of the often-overlooked vio-
lence needed to make architecture. A selective type of demolition called raizing would provide careful
and responsible ways of removing a building or parts of a building while accounting for its historical,
sociological and constructive significance. The process would prepare the site through various scales
of time, material and landscape for a new use.
The project uses as a case study the McGraw Glass plant, a 1936 Albert Kahn design. The plant was
closed at the end of 2003 leaving a 40-acre site in Southwestern Detroit open to various futures. As a
site and a building, it requires attention both to constructive details but also to the larger urban, social
and ecological landscapes that surround it. Employing razing as the first step in the transformation of
the site, The thesis proposes a phased series of interventions to promote remediation not only as an
ecological solution but also as structured means of changing the perceptions and experiences of a
place. The equally important goal is to make the process visible and valuable to stakeholders whether
they are neighbors, former employees, tourists or the public at large.
Thesis Supervisor: Paul Lukez
Title: Assistant Professor of Architectural Design
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1.0 introduction
A VERY SHORT FACTORY HISTORY
The McGraw Glass Plant in Western Detroit was
closed at the end of 2003. This plot of land at
42.33n & 83.15w was occupied by glaciers, various
inland lakes, agricultural fields, a brickyard and
claypit, a LaSalle motors factory and now by an
amalgam of windowless additions to the factory.
Albert Kahn designed part of the existing building
in 1936 as a press shop for the Chrysler-DeSoto
division. WWII brought about its temporary
conversion to produce machine guns and parts
for the B-26 bomber. Chrysler discontinued the
DeSoto line and the plant was converted to
the manufacture of glass products in the 60's,
changing its name as well. The McGraw plant
once supplied glass for every Chrysler vehicle that
was assembled in North America, but obsolete
equipment, quality woes, high scrap rates
and changing vehicle shapes encouraged the
corporation to buy glass from other suppliers, thus
making the plant surplus to Chrysler's long term
plans1.
A five-day worker strike there in 1994 nearly shut
down all of Chrysler's operations and forced the
company to upgrade the facilities to a competitive
level. A series of promises were made by company
executives to promote the plant as a model of the
latest and most efficient technology and by some
accounts the levelo of technology exceeded the
relatively modest standards of automotive glass
manufacturing. The factory, previously suffering
from underinvestment became overinvested.
The ensuing 110 million-dollar investment could
not prevent the closure of a plant with too
much human and machinic capital operating in
accordance with an outdated Fordist model of
industry2.
GENERATIVE ENTROPY
Regarding the future of the site, demolition has
become a real option and not just from market
pressures or the implosive logic often ascribed
to Detroit or other manufacturing towns. The
estimated 400,000 brownfield sites in the United
States testify the enormity of post-industrial
leftover3. As a response, this thesis contemplates
the possibilities inherent in the demolition,
remediation and transformation of places like
McGraw. While the political circumstances have
never been more favorable to enacting new
proposals on these sites, the appreciation of the
public and of scholars for the past significance
of these factories has also invigorated a highly
informed preservation movement. Recognizing
that not all can be preserved or have their original
structures redeveloped, a deadlock emerges
between remembrance and progression. In these
situations, demolition usually wins producing
one last mass-spectacle that comes at the cost
of historical knowledge and respect for the
larger social context. In those rarer cases where
preservation wins, a blind sentimental respect has
the potential to ossify the site in a more unfruitful
form than in its abandoned or destroyed state. In
light of these circumstances, what if preservation
could be most effectively accomplished through a
some liberating aspect of the demolition process?
This thesis proposes an importance of the role
of design in the managed shrinkage of the site
The applicabilkity of design becomes even more
appropriate at an important building as this Kahn
factory, a building that won awards for advanced
use of glass in industrial buildings. The proposal
is not anti-architectural but at its broadest
attempts to reintroduce unbuilding as a properly
architectural activity. To do so, it considers the
factory within the urban fabric as its topic. This is
especially important in a place like Detroit where
industrial uses comprise around 20% of the total
land area. Factories often run for 10 city blocks
and segregate one neighborhood from another.
They tend to overlay important watersheds, as in
the case of the Ford River Rouge site, spreading
legacies of pollution and environmental neglect.
These problems are only exacerbated when the
factory is closed, depriving the community of its
source of income and making a void out of what
was once a center.
With these issues raised, the investigation is
seen as a way to address the ubiquitous issues
at sites of industry adding additional concerns of
preservation and historiography, the revealing of
social relations, and the ecological, not to mention
imagistic, remediation of the site and structure.
As a response, demolition can provide a series
of generative acts toward the reclamation of this
site across various scaled landscapes of time and
construction.
WIDENING THE CONTEXT
The 40-acre site sits on the border of Detroit and
Dearborn at the junction of the riparian grid of the
original city and the newer mile-square grid that
extends almost infinitely northward from Michigan
Avenue, one of the city's radiating boulevards.
Relatively intact residential fabric surrounds the
McGraw site on the north, east and west, with
1-94 to the south. It is connected to the 1,000
acre Ford River Rouge site by rail corridor slightly
further south. Additions to the1936 Kahn factory
include almost 300,000 sf. of manufacturing
space, glass furnaces and a large water reservoir.
These additions almost completely obscure
the canonical modernist photographs of Kahn's
factory upon its opening. A waste oil treatment
plant under investigation by the FBI for dumping
about a million gallons of oil in the Rouge River
sits across the street from McGraw 4. In an
additional twist of curiosity, the oil storage facility
is surrounded by the largest drive-in theater in
Michigan (9 screens and quite profitable) to its
west where the mediating power of the windshield
is manifest in another form.
THE MICRO SCALE AND THE MACRO SCALE
The case study of an Albert Kahn factory,
especially of the sprawling single story type of
the 30's & 40's, permits the exploration of detail
and landscape in close connection. In one sense,
to jump across scales describes the Albert
Kahn production method perfectly. A section
is developed based on functional principles
(light requirements, clearances, etc...) and then
extruded or repeated on a massive scale. Though
based on a single module, the resulting building
becomes so large that it ceases to be a structure
and starts to be read as a thick surface. Omitting
the middle scale entirely, the deployment of the
detail has gone on to produce a landscape.
As an example, the building sections of Kahn's
factories (sometimes 3,000 feet long) are closer
to topographical landscape sections than those of
a typical piece of architecture. One is reminded
of the megastructures of Superstudio, that while
having the form of objects, they can only be
measured against and with the scale of landscape,
typically from high above. This would dictate
the use of landscape strategies and city scale
scaled maneuvers, but ones that still require the
specificity of an on-the-ground architecture.
Large site moves will require an understanding of
the urban, industrial and ecological forces at play,
but small interventions may require temporary
structures that are developed on the human scale
in order to permit the investigation of the site's
permanence and obsolescence in surprising new
ways.
QUALIFIED DEMOLITION
Operating between the wrecking ball and the
museum, I am proposing a very careful kind
of demolition which takes cues from the more
precise Latinate root of rasus (as in, to raze a
building to the ground). This indicates an activity
of shaving or scraping as opposed to imploding or
smashing. As a way of unbuilding, it is employed
as an ultimately productive process in the life
of a site. Tactical cuts may reveal and foster
new connections, especially in a building whose
immense size makes it a barrier. Selectively
removing certain components of the building could
illuminate the construction process or change
understandings of the site. Given particular site
conditions, portions of buildings might be saved if
their future use can be justified within the overall
transformation of the site. Where the building (or
portion of the building) cannot be saved, razing
would permit the information to be recorded as
matter is erased.
This sort of documentation would draw on an
act than is already occurring in Detroit on the
numerous websites of amateur historians and
explorers of urban ruins. Even though they are
not actively destroying the building, the authors
of these sites, through varying degrees of
trespassing, find access to abandoned buildings,
take photographs and then tell the tales of
the ruins through blogs and other continually
updated forums displaying their latest finds. While
some web author/urban adventurers call for
preservation (in many cases, rightly so), most take
the ruins to be what they are, a moment in the life
(or impending death) of the building that is sublime
and fleeting5. There seems to be an enjoyment
of the buildings as ruins. While many accounts
are laden with nostalgia for the good old days or
denial or contempt for the site, we might take the
heightened attention to such sites to see ruins as
a device that heralds the passing of an old order
and the beginning of a new one. A design project
at McGraw most likely will not recreate the sense
of discovery and trespass that accompanies these
forays into the ruined temples of commerce but
the documentation accompanying the razing
process would serve as a formalized version
of these unsanctioned raids. What is lost in
spontaneity, would be gained in providing the
time for proper documentation and varieties of
scholarly study.
In addition to an operation of memory, razing
as a demolition process also presents another
advantage. Its precision and deliberateness would
allow for the salvaging of the major components
to be transported and reused elsewhere as
a secondhand prefabricated building. This is
especially true in the case of the McGraw Glass
plant, given its high degree of modularity and
vast scale. The task of demolition here is held to
the standard of efficiency of Albert Kahn's initial
construction process, only retooled to run in
reverse.
Such plants are often difficult to reoccupy.
Designed for one of the world's largest
automakers few companies can generate a
program to fill almost 1,000,000 sf. A real estate
broker is currently assessing the site for reuse,
and has proposed a subdivision of the spaces,
some more desirable than others. The project
will consider these real-time market conditions,
as well as longer-term strategies 6. For instance,
At such a colossal size McGraw presents a
current limitation as a dis-economy of scale,
but this liability might be reversed by seeing
the disassembly process as mining a large vein
of robust steel sections to be re-assembled in
another incarnation. Or an alignment with the re-
parceling process may allow for hybrid programs
to emerge which permit for continued economic
activity as well as greater public access to the
site.
Perhaps most importantly, the razing process
might prepare the site for an entirely new and
hopeful use while vast amounts of evidence would
be gleaned in ways not possible in fast demolition
or static preservation. Old structures are a
readymade infrastructure to guide new proposals
and programs. The process would engage the
immediate Chadsey neighborhood, current
business interests, scholars and archeologists.
It would include activities such as surveying,
recalling site history, testing materials and
environmental conditions, remediation, assessing
potential reuses of the structure, displaying
artifacts and hosting impromptu events.
A LOGIC OF DEMOLITION
Unlike areas of the city which are riddled with
vacant buildings and high crime, the Chadsey
neighborhood, though low to middle income, is
a stable and highly diverse place with a record
of grassroots organizing. Residents of the
neighborhood have expressed a desire for the
various investments like job training facilities,
greenways, open space, and small commercial
development. This site may be able to fulfill some
of the wishes of community groups. Another
advantage provided by the open-ended time
frame of razing is the potential to remediate the
site with passive and inexpensive means. With
time and space to spare, phytoremediation and
groundwater control techniques can become
viable options that are both cheaper and more
instructive than the hauling of dirt in a standard
decontamination process. The greatest challenges
to the site may be its greatest assets.
a11two green guides to Detroit
FIG 1.1 Michigan: A Guide to the Wolverine State, 1941
FIG 1.2 Hypothetical and unpublished Michelin Green Guide to Detroit,
2005
.~~- . ....
What if the writers of the Michelin Green Guide,
upon deciding that Detroit was a worthy destina-
tion for the cultured and tasteful traveler, relied
upon previously written guidebooks of the city to
formulate their new work? What if that guidebook
was written in 1941 as a part of the Works Progress
Administration to give struggling Michigan writ-
ers an outlet for their budding talents? What, then,
would a depression-minded guidebook tell about a
post-industrial situation? A reluctant Parisian edi-
tor, already out on a limb for approving the Detroit
production instead of a fourteenth revision of the
C6te du Rh6ne edition, might argue that guidebooks
are in their nature ephemeral and that the opera-
tion is a chasing after the wind. The undaunted
travel writer would respond that obsolescence is
not the same as worthlessness. Instead of pointing
a visitor to artifacts that will thrill and delight, the
old guidebook itself becomes an artifact that can
be used quite effectively to measure and describe
the rate of change of a place, something of which
Detroit apparently has seen quite a bit lately. This
method of investigative travel posits the visitor in
the right place at the wrong time, left to fill in the
gaps of any number of physical, social and political
forces. Being in the right place at the wrong time
worked for Heinrich Schliemann who used Homer's
Iliad (and no small measure of fortune) to uncover
the ancient ruins of Troy. If such a method for travel
worked for Schliemann, why can't it work for us
in our search for some midwestern rust-belt epic
poetry?
I wagered that such an endeavor might be a more
revealing way to visit Detroit than simply using a
Green Guide (which doesn't yet exist). With my
Michigan: A Guide to the Wolverine State I set out
across the city in a car, of course because that's
how a 41'er would have done it. I restricted myself
to what seemed to be the single most prominent
and prolific spectacle in the guidebook--the fac-
tories and industrial sites. Of the 121 sites listed
for Detroit, Dearborn, Hamtramck and Highland
Park, 45 are industrial or infrastructural, compris-
ing almost 40% of the attractions. This is a slightly
higher percentage than the total land area devoted
to industrial use, which stands at about 25%.
Original guidebook text is in black, my comments
appear in green.
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Then there was Detroit--'Detroit, The City Where Life is Worth
Living,' as it was spelled out in flowers on the City Hall lawn. It was.
It still had, when the century turned, some of the qualities of self-satis-
faction and stability that might have characterized a community of
like size in an older State. It manufactured stoves and drugs and
machinery, shoes and clothing and railroad equipment. It had a board
of commerce that insisted Detroit had its glory ahead instead of be-
hind. But it was just another city.
And then came Ford. And Chalmers and Olds. And Joy and Durant,
Nash, Willys, and Chapin. And Detroit became today's Detroit!
The city where life was worth living? Maybe.
Detroit needed men. Not skilled men. Just ordinary, healthy, fast-
moving men, preferably young and only intelligent enough to do as
they were told and determined enough to keep doing it.
About all the misuses of land known to man had been tried, but
still the land remained. And in the hearts of Michigan men that kin-
ship with, that love of the land survived. The fundamental problem of
proper use of land was beginning to be understood: Make it do only
what it best can do. And Dynamic Detroit, in the beginning of its re-
birth so foreign, so hostile, to the balance of the State, gave to the
State the one tool with which its greatest number of acres could be
made to yield.
The motorcar made the tourist industry what it is today.
FIG 13 selected passages from Michigan: A Guide to the Wolverine
State, 1941
Travel PuHlications
THE GREEN GUIDE:
The Spirit of Discovery
The exhilaration of new horizons.
the fun of seeing the world,
the excitement of discovery: this is
what we seek to share with you.
To help you make the most of your
travel experience. we offer first-hand
knowledge and turn a discerning eye
on places to visit.
This wealth of information gives
you the expertise to plan your own
enriching adventure. With THE
GREEN GUIDE showing you the way,
you can explore new destinations
with confidence or rediscover old
ones.
Leisure time spent with THE GREEN
GUIDE is also a time for refreshing
your spirit, enjoying yourself, and
taking advantage of our selection
of fine restaurants, hotels and other
places for relaxing.
So turn the page and open a window
on the world. Join THE GREEN
GUIDE in the spirit of discovery.
FIG I14 introduction to the Michelin Green Guide, 2001
1. CHRYSLER DeSOTO
2. LINCOLN & UNCOLN-ZEPHYR
3. UNITED STATES RUBBER
4. BURROUGHS ADDING MACHINE
5. DODGE
6. PARKE-DAVIS
7. PACKARD
8. PLYMOUTH
9. FORD ROUGE
10. FORD HIGHLAND PARK
11. SPRINGWELLS WATER FILTRATION
12. CHRYSLER
13. CADILLAC
14. GRAHAM PAIGE
15. HUDSON
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83. The UE WOTO PLANT of the Chrysler Corporation (tours io
and 2 Mon.-Fri.), 6ooo Wyoming Ave., the newest automobile assembly
plant in the Detroit area, was opened in 1936 on a 4o-acre tract that
formerly contained an idle La Salle automobile factory acquired by
the Chrysler Corporation. The old plant was revamped for the pro.
duction of De Soto cars, and a new pressed-steel plant was constructed
to produce sheet metal stampings for the De Soto and other Chrysler
vehicles; the floor area of the plant thus was increased to 652.000
square teet. The factory can produce approximately 5oo cars a day.
Manufacture of the De Soto car was started by Chrysler in 1928 in
the East Jefferson Avenue plant and continued there until the present
factory was opened.
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The best approach to this factory would be from
the air in a Tri-Motor airplane, as travelers might
have in the 1930's landing at the airfield across the
street. In this way, one might see the ebb and flow
of Chrysler's fortunes written across this site. A
visitor on the ground will have no such knowledge,
greeted only by a silent quarter-mile wall of cor-
rugated steel. That person would only know the
struggles waged on this plot of land if they were
told the following noteworthy moments in its his-
tory: automobile production as early as 1917, one of
the most refined contemporary uses of artificial and
natural lighting in the industry in 1936, the con-
struction of machine guns and B-26 bomber parts
in 1941, the abandonment of auto making for glass
making in 1960, and the abandonment of glass mak-
ing for an unknown future in 2004.
82. The LINCOLN and LINCOLN-ZEPHYR PLANT (tours, 9:30
and 2 weekdays; other hours by permission), West Warren and
Livernois Aves., comprises four buildings containing 543,604 square
feet of floor space. All Lincoln products are marketed by the Ford
Motor Company (see Dearborn), which owns the Lincoln Motor Com-
pany stock. The plant normally employs about 3,000 men and, during
1938, produced more than z,ooo Lincoln and Lincoln-Zephyr cars.
The Lincoln Motor Car Company was organized in 1917 by Henry
SN M. Leland, automotive engineer, and his son, Wilfred C. Leland. The
Lincoln properties were purchased by Henry Ford in 1922 and re-
organized as the Lincoln Motor Company. The original Lincoln plant,
a four-story limestone and cream brick building at the corner of War-
ren and Livernois Avenues, now serves as the factory offices. The first
addition, made during the first World War for the manufacture of
Liberty motors, is of brick construction with a laminated floor (two-
inch planks stood on edge). It was designed by George D. Mason,
Detroit architect. Building 18, the machine shop, with brick walls and
a glass and steel roof, was designed by Albert Kahn, as was Building 4,
added when Ford began making Lincoln bodies here. In the develop-
ment of industrial architecture, Ford, in collaboration with Kahn. has
contributed an important evolutionary step. Beginning with the use of
reinforced concrete about 1906, industrial buildings have become in-
creasingly utilitarian. Ford was the first to prove the value of the one-
story factory. His rejection of multiple-story structures in his Highland
Park plant greatly influenced industrial design.
Visitors should note the gracious urban gesture of
a sidewark on the East side of Livernois Avenue.
To take a walk on such a sidewalk would mean a
half-mile jaunt between seven lanes of traffic and a
nearly changeless rhythm of 30-foot bays of yel-
low brick and powdery gray corrugated steel. The
windows and sills are short enough to peek over
but too black to see through.
63. The UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY PLANT (tours at
1:30 Mon.-Fri.), 66oo E. Jefferson Ave., occupies nine large modern
brick-and-concrete buildings on a tract that extends more than r,ooo
feet from Jefferson Avenue to the banks of the Detroit River. Since
completion of the first structure in 19o5, the factory has been enlarged
many times; 2,5So,ooo square feet of floor space are used at present
by the tire-producing units. The plant has been in constant production
24 hours a day since it was opened. Now the largest tire manufactory
in the country outside of Akron, Ohio, it employs 6,6oo workers.
The United States Rubber Company was formed in March 1892,
through the merger of i5 of the country's leading rubber companies.
Later other groups of p ants were acquired. Today the firm operates 30
plants and controls the world's largest rubber plantation under single
ownership; 99,ooo acres of trees in Sumatra and Malaya produce more
than 5oooo,ooo pounds of rubber each year. which is an approximate
third of the rubber used by this one factory.
After the crude rubber reaches the factory, it is broken down by
pressure to a plastic mass, into which oils, minerals, and chemicals-
chiefly sulphur-are mixed. Altogether 76 materials brought from far
parts of the world are employed. Cord is used in making the tire body,
or carcass, which consists of alternate plies of rubber and cord. The
weftless fabric is then bound together with live rubber and insulating
rubber compounds, after which it is cut into diagonal strips on bias
cutting machines. These strips form the plies of the tires. The actual
building of the tires, explained by company guides, begins when the
flat bands are shaped by vacuum into the more familiar tire shape.
They are then placed in steel molds, engraved with the tread design,
and lowered into deep steel tanks to be vulcanized under heat and
pressure. When removed from the molds the tires undergo 22 separate
inspections.
Across from Belle Isle, Detroit's Olmsted-designed
park, this site is one of the most desirable locations
in the city. Broad views of a green jewel in a blue
river make the grassy field look inviting, except a
stronger than average fence is in the way--clearly
recalling the days when fence quality was higher
than our present era of chain-link. This plot, in ad-
dition to its prime location also happens to be one
of the most contaminated in the city. Reading the
description of the rubber making process (opposite
page) gives a clear reason why. The message of
"Hazardous Substances. No Trespassing" affixed to
the fence is another way of reiterating what Detroit
area developers already know: that the site, even
with lots of federal money, good access and a great
view, is unlikely to be touched by anyone (develop-
ers, park-goers or otherwise) at anytime soon.
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85. The BURROUGHS ADDING MACHINE COMPANY PLANT(open by permission), 6008-75 Second Blvd., occupying two city blocks,
includes buildings ranging from two to five stories in height and con-
taining more than goo,ooo square feet of floor space. These modern,
reinforced-concrete and brick structures afford facilities for manufac-
turing typewriter ribbons, roll paper, carbon paper, machine stands,
typewriters, cash registers, correct-posture chairs, and adding, billing,
statistical, and calculating machines.
William Seward Burroughs, inventor of the adding machines, ob-
tained a patent on his first working model in 1888, and in the following
year the American Arithmometer Company was organized at St. Louis.
Missouri. Burroughs died in 1898. In 1904, the company moved to
Detroit and built a small factory on the present site. Special trains
brought both the machinery and 253 workers' families here. By arrange-
ment with a committee of the Detroit Board of Commerce, most of the
newcomers were comfortably housed by the evening of the day they
arrived. The Burroughs Company, incorporated in 1905 to succeed
the American Arithmometer Company, has subsidiary factories in
Canada and England and employs about 12,ooo persons-5,00o of
them in Detroit.
Visitors should note the gracious urban gesture of
a sidewark on the East side of Livernois Avenue.
To take a walk on such a sidewalk would mean a
half-mile jaunt between seven lanes of traffic and a
nearly changeless rhythm of 30-foot bays of yel-
low brick and powdery gray corrugated steel. The
windows and sills are short enough to peek over
but too black to see through.
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97. The DODGE PLANT of the Chrysler Corporation (tours at 9: \5,io: 15, and : 15 Mon.-Fri.), 7900 Joseph Campau Ave., which manu-
factures Dodge passenger cars, is the outgrowth of a Detroit machine
shop acquired in 1901 by two brothers, John F. and Horace E. Dodge.
The Dodge brothers first manufactured stove parts, but soon special-
ized in making automobile engines and parts for Henry Ford. The
plant was moved to the present Hamtramck site in 1910. Three years
later the brothers forsook the Ford business, expanded the plant to
make cars of their own, and produced the first Dodge automobile on
November 14, 1914. Both brothers died in 1920. In 1928 the Dodge
properties were acquired by the Chrysler Corporation.
Located on a 58-acre tract and with more than 4,500,000 square
feet of floor space available in its 59 buildings, the Dodge plant is
almost a city in itself, equipped with a private telephone system, a fire
department, and a hospital. About 1,200 cars are built here during
an average working day. Many of the assemblies and sub-assemblies
used by other Chrysler Corporation vehicles, such as part of the
Plymouth forgings, all transmissions and rear axles, and a large part
of the Plymouth stampings and castings, are either made here or at
the Dodge Forge plant at 67oo Lynch Road.
After attending a Polish street fair in downtown
Hamtramck, visitors might want to head south along
Joseph Campau Avenue to see what used to be a
city unto itself known as Dodge Main. Descending
a hill and passing under a rail bridge, the absence
of something is palpable when faced with a traf-
fic light hanging against the backdrop of the sky
and a scaleless powerplant. Even though the area
now hosts a GM/Cadillac assembly plant, the total
demolition of the Dodge Main and a good portion
of Poletown has left a hole that even the vast new
operation cannot fill. The replacement plant is set
back from the road and reached only with permis-
sion via passage through barbed wire fences and
long winding drives.
Factory tours are rather limited at this site.However,
residents who own a condominium here receive
daily tours of their own living room. Such comfy
quarters may have hosted research labs where far-
flung flora was returned to Detroit for experimenta-
tion in hopes of finding new and marketable drugs.
The requirement of the pharmaceutical industry to
be near the water has served the redevelopment
cause quite well. The series of cheerful and varied
brick structures forms a compound that provides
escape from the road and subsequently the car, if
only for two blocks where the gated parking garage
sits.
65. The PARKE-DAVIS LABORATORIES (open 8:15-4:30 Mon.-
Fi.; 8: 15-12 Sat.), a McDougall Ave. at the Detroit River, are oper-
ated by the world's largest manufacturer of pharmaceutical and bio-
logical products. The main laboratories, in Detroit, cover an area of
six city blocks. The company also maintains manufacturing branches
throughout the world, and its products have carried Detroit's name as
far afield as have automobiles.
In j862, Dr. Samuel P. Duffield, a physician and pharmacist, began
to manufacture medicinal formulas in a little building at Cass and
Henry Streets-the first venture of its kind to be started west of
Buffalo. After four difficult years, Dr. Duffield brought Hervey C.
Parke into the business. A year later, George S. Davis, formerly con-
nected with the wholesale drug trade, joined the firm as its traveling
representative. Dr. Duffield retired in 1871, and the name of the concern
was changed to Parke, Davis & Company. In 1874, Parke and Davis
built a two-story laboratory on the banks of the Detroit River, the site
of the present plant, and the following year the business was incor-
porated with a paid-in capital of $81,950. Both Parke and Davis be-
lieved that if the concern was ever to earn a leading position, it must
give the medical profession something it badly needed and could not
otherwise obtain. In those days, pharmaceutical progress meant largely
the discovering of new vegetable drugs. Hence, Parke and Davis pored
over maps, interviewed explorers, and outfitted expeditions to far-off
places. They carried on energetic investigations of the medicinal flora
of Mexico, the West Indies, the Central and South Americas, and even
dispatched an expedition to the Fiji Islands. These explorations gave
the medical world such valuable drugs as cascara sagrada, cocillana,
yerba santa, eucalyptus, coca, Viburnum prunifolium, and saw palmetto.
Parke-Davis made constant advances in manufacturing technique.
In 1879 came one of their greatest contributions to pharmacy and
medicine, the introduction of standardized pharmaceutical manufac-
ture, which, for the first time in the history of their profession, enabled
physicians to obtain medicinal products carefully adjusted to definite
strengths. This major advance in medical science paved the way for
the official adoption of the principle of uniformity. Physiological stand-
ardization of drugs that could not be so assayed by chemical methods
was introduced in 1897.
Parke-Davis hold U. S. License No. i for the manufacture of bio-
logical products. Among the valuable products that this company was
first to market were desiccated thyroid glands (1893) and diphtheria
antitoxin (1894). In 1900, Parke-Davis announced the discovery of
adrenalin, the first hormone isolated in chemically pure form. This was
followed in 1909 by pituitrin, a highly purified extract of the pituitary
gland, widely used in childbirth. In 1908, a 75o-acre biological farm,
'Parkedale,' was established at Rochester, Michigan, 28 miles from the
Detroit Laboratories (see Tour ro).
The research division of Parke-Davis is divided into many divisions,
among which are the departments of bacteriology, pathology, psychol-
ogy, etiology, parasitology, pharmacology, organic and chemical syn-
thesis, and biological, nutritional, and pharmaceutical chemistry. In the
early 1930's alone, Parke-Davis's new products included a specific in
treatment of pernicious anemia; two important drugs in treatment of
syphilis; preparations introducing theelin, the first female sex hormone
isolated in pure crystalline form; a sex-stimulating hormone: the
growth-stimulating hormone from the pituitary gland; a solution of
the active principle of the adrenal cortex; a solution of the active prin-
ciple of the parathyroid glands; an antitoxin representing a marked
advance in treatment of meningococcus meningitis; and haliver oil, the
first of the high-potency vitamin preparations that have revolutionized
vitamin treatment.
89. The PACKARD MOTOR CAR PLANT (open 8-x, 1-3 Mon.-
Fri.), i 58o E. Grand Blvd., occupies a mile-long, 8o-acre site extending
north and south of Grand Boulevard. With 95 buildings containing
nearly 73 acres of floor space, and employing more than t6,ooo persons,
the Packard Plant is regarded as one of the most complete automobile
plants in the industry. The company produces four Packard cars, two
eight-cylinder models, a six, and a twelve; the large cars are built in
the plants north of the boulevard, and the lighter models are milled and
assembled in the buildings to the south.
The first Packard car was built in Warren, Ohio, where J. W. Pack-
ard and his brother, W. D. Packard, operated an electric-lamp and
supply-manufacturing business. As early as 1893, they designed plans
for a 'horseless carriage.' The first car to bear their name, a one-cylin-
der job including the device now featured as the automatic spark
advance, was completed on November 6, 1899. Models on display in
New York City attracted the attention of Henry B. Joy and Truman
H. Newberry, two Detroit capitalists. Joy bought a Packard, after
seeing one start away easily in pursuit of a passing lire engine, and,
becoming acquainted with the Packards, invested $25,ooo in their
firm, the Ohio Automobile Company; other wealthy Detroiters offered
to incorporate the company at -5ooooo. This was accomplished in
October 1902, when the Packard Motor Car Company was organized.
A plant was built in Detroit, and the company started production in
1904 with Joy as general manager. He became president in 1905. when
the Packards withdrew from active participation.
Except for Joy's retirement in 1916, the direction of the company,
which is now capitalized at 5o,ooo,ooo, has changed but little since
its inception. In 1929, Packard produced about 5o,ooo automobiles.
which remained the company's peak of production until the two lines
of smaller and lower-priced models were placed on the market, one in
1935 and another in 1936. The total assets of the company at the end
of 1938 were $49,752,710.81. Their 1939 shipments were 76,3t66, and
there were 14,590 employees on December 3r of the sane year.
The first factory buildings designed in what is now termed industrial
architecture were constructed here for the Packard Motor Car Con-
pany in about 1906. Albert Kahn, Detroit architect, was the designer
of the first Packard building, erected in 1903. Of so-called mill con-
struction (heavy timbers and brick), it was built in a period when
ideas of utilitarian factory design were about to depart from the (lark,
unsanitary. and dangerous construction typical of the textile factories
of the East. The introduction of reinforced concrete in roo6 gave the
freedom necessary for fireproof construction, larger column spacing,
and wider window areas. Kahn promptly incorporated these advances
in his designs for additional Packard buildings. Other Detroit firms
followed this style almost immediately, and a few years later the trend
toward fewer multiple-storied structures was under way. Packard, how-
ever, has continued the use of three- and four-story buildings. Kahn
subsequently attained such prominence among industrial architects
that his firm has designed 19 per cent of all industrial buildings erected
in the United States since 1903.
Among the interesting features of the Packard Plant are 'silent
rooms, in which expert mechanics, trained to detect the slightest noise
or variation, listen to transmnission and rear axle gears as they run in
mesh. Gears that do not mesh properly are discarded; those that pass
inspection travel in pairs, until they are incorporated in the finished
automobile.
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Sponsoring the rooting of many trees on its roof-
top, the Packard complex also possesses its own
Bridge of Sighs, but scaled for the automotive-
minded visitor whizzing down the emptiness of
Grand Avenue. The clock, however, was obviously
sized for a schoolroom wall, and not for one of the
most complete and thrilling vistas of any plant in the
industry.
8. PLYMOUTH
90. The PLYMOUTH PLANT of the Chrysler Corporation (tours at
ro, 12, and 2 Mon.-Fri.), 6334 Lynch Road, the world's largest auto-
mobile factory under one roof, assembles more cars per hour than any
other single plant in the industry. The plant, one-half mile long, has1,18,500 square feet of floor space, all on one level, 18 miles of con-
veyors and the longest assembly lines in the industry. In addition to
assembling automobiles, this plant manufactures parts for Plymouth
cars assembled at branch factories in Evansville, Indiana, and Los
Angeles, California.
The Plymouth factory, marking the entry of the Chrysler Corpora-4tion into the low-priced field, was opened in January 1929, with a daily
capacity of x,ooo units, In 193o all Chrysler, De Soto, and Dodge
dealers, more than xo,ooo in all, were granted the Plymouth franchise,
a move that assured the car's success by giving it the support of the
rgest distributors' organization of any single automobile in the world.
In 1933, Plymouth sales accounted for 22.8 per cent of all cars sold
in the low-priced field. In 1934, six years after the first car was placed
on the market, Plymouth completed and sold its millionth car, a record
growth for the industry.
The only thing remaining on the on this site that
might compete for superlatives is animaginable
length of chain link fence.
THE FORD PLANT
The FORD ADMINISTRATION BUILDING (not open to pub-
lic), Schaefer Rd. and Airport Drive, three-fourths miles S. of Michigan
Ave., houses the world-wide administration of Ford Industries. The
four-story building, of reinforced concrete faced with white limestone,
contains the offices of Edsel Ford and company officials; the office of
Henry Ford is in the Engineering Laboratory. On the fourth floor are
a cafeteria, private dining room for executives, and recreation rooms.
The FORD-ROUGE FACTORY covers an area of 1,o96 acres and
is arranged by plants in a conveyor system of continuous progressive
assembly. Two major groupings are necessary for this production: one
for the intricate motor and the other for the heavier steel-body con-
structions and assembly. Both conjoin in the Final Assembly plant
that stands between these two. Power houses, coke ovens, a safety
glass plant, tire factory, soy bean mill, the cement plant, and numerous
others make up this extremely complex yet perfectly unified industrial
city.
ROUGE PLANT TOUR
The only public entrance is at the Rotunda, fron which tours through the
plant leave by bus every half-hour from g A.M.-3:30 P.m., Mon.-Fri., except
holidays. Courtesy cars are also provided for trips to the Edison Museum and
Greenfield Village. Until 2 P.m., the trips through the plant take two hours; the
trip at 2:3o P.M. lasts one and one-half hours, and at 3 P.M., as the plant
gradually closes down, an hour's trip is started; at 3:30 P.m. a tour of the
grounds is conducted.
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Of the factories in the guide, the Ford Rouge
Plant is the only one which gives tours and is still
operational in its originally intended use. Such
spectacles as the "world's largest living roof" and
windshield-grabbing robots headline the proceed-
ings. On approaching the building via the Ford bus,
the visitor may be under the impression that the
tour begins in a shopping mall, but this mistake
would be forgiven upon seeing the gift shop. The
factory tour is required to provide at least the same
level of experience going to the mall; whatever
additional euphoria and fascination is derived from
the intricate assembly of cars is a bonus. Visitors
also receive (with their 14 dollar admission) a film
with hollywood special effects to simulate the steel
making process, a glimpse of a wastewater cistern
and trip to an observation deck for a teasing glance
of the "living roof". The un-tourable aspects of the
Rouge are visible just beyond the horizon in their
sooty and smoking grandeur.
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xo8. The OLD FORD MOTOR COMPANY PLANT (not open),
Woodward and Manchester Aves., consisting of 23 buildings on an
x8o-acre site, is still owned by Ford, and about 30 per cent of the
space is used by minor divisions of the Ford industries. About 5o per
cent of the buildings' area is rented to various non-Ford enterprises,
including a school. The BRirGs Bony PLANT (not open), Manchester
Ave. at John R. St., which manufactures bodies for Ford and Lincoln-
Zephyr automobiles, occupies a large section of the plant.
A plaque marks the momentous location of the five-
dollar-a-day wage and the Model T, but the histori-
cal marker could be anywhere, including the west
side of Woodward Avenue. A number of Ford struc-
tures stood there but have made way for a poorly
fenced field and a strip shopping development. On
the opposite side of the street, visitors should be
careful to notice that while a shopping plaza has
replaced other factory buildings, a historical marker
of different kind is emblazoned in stucco-faced in-
sulation at the corner turret of a CVS Pharmacy. At
first glance, it could be an abstracted human face,
but a closer inspection will show it to be a Model T
from the rear.
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SPRINGWELLS FILTRATION PLANT AND PUMPING STA-
TION (open 8:30-4:30 Mon.-Fri.; tours), 85oo West Warren Ave.,
is the second largest plant of its kind in the world, exceeded only by
the Detroit Filtration Plant (see Detroit). This unit of the Detroit= -
Department of Water Supply, costing $6,5oo,ooo, was placed in oper-
ation in 1935 to supply the rapidly growing West Detroit and Dear-
born sections. The wide concrete buildings, set in a 28-acre site, are
low and massive. The seven divisions operate as a straight coagulation,
sedimentation, filtration, and chlorination plant of the rapid sand type.
Water from the lagoon in Lake St. Clair at the head of Belle Isle is
pumped to the station, mixed with chemicals, settled, and filtered-.
After the bacteria are killed with chloride sulphate and ammonia sul-
phate, the water is clarified with aluminum sulphate. The filter sand is Visitors will find this site very much in use but just
thoroughly washed at 24-hour intervals. The maximum daily filtration
capacity of the plant is 38o,ooo,ooo gallons. as inaccessible as many of the others on the tour.
The pristine lawn leading up to the concrete build-
ing looks more like a mausoleum overlooking an
underpopulated cemetery. Several signs describe
the physical improvements sponsored by the city of
Detroit.
12. CHRYSLER
57. The CHRYSLER PLANT of the Chrysler Corporation (tours
9-1:30 Mon.-Fri.), 12200 E. Jefferson Ave., formerly the Chalmers
Automobile Factory of the Maxwell-Chalmers Motors Company, now
produces Chrysler passenger cars, Chrysler marine engines, and De Soto
engines. In acquiring the plant, the Chrysler Corporation added an
entire new car-assembly building to the former structure, built two-
thirds of the present engine-machining building, rebuilt the old foundry
into a structure to house export operations, a hospital, and the employ-
ment division, and converted most of the original plant into a building
for body storage and other purposes. Continuous expansion has in-
creased the available floor space to almost 2,000,000 square feet; vari-
ous land additions have enlarged the plant area to 47 acres.
The CHRYSLER DISPLAY BUILDING, a two-story building designed by
Albert Kahn, was erected in 1934 to house the offices and display rooms
of the Chrysler Sales Corporation. Of reinforced concrete and steel, withr
metal-sash, plate-glass display windows, the structure is faced with pale
buff stone. At the ends of the central section are two circular towers,
crowned by bands of glass blocks that are lighted at night from within.
Entrances in each tower lead to circular lobbies and the immense dis.
play room; the second floor is occupied by offices.
The tract of land has not changed as most of the build-
ings have, but because of a 20-foot tall earthwork berm,
the visitor will not be able to discern the finer points of
industrial morphology except through industrial espio-
nage. This plot, being the largest Chrysler operation
in the city of Detroit, is something of a flagship where
the corporation deploys the latest in mound-building,
barbed wire and oversized Daimler Chrysler signage.
The earthwork not only serves as a redoubt against
assaults on Jefferson Avenue to the South, but it runs
the length of the Western front along St. Jean Street,
where a neighborhood is lurking somewhere beyond
the barrier.
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73. The CADILLAC PLANT (open 8-4:30 Mon-Fri.), Michigan and
Clark Aves., produces the most luxurious of General Motors' passenger
cars. Originally located in another part of Detroit, the factory was
moved in 1921 to its present 6o-acre site, where are now 17 buildings
with approximately 3,000,000 square feet of floor space. Five series are
manufactured: an 8-cylinder La Salle, a t6-cylinder Cadillac, and
three 8-cylinder Cadillacs of varying size and horsepower.
Parts manufacturers, some owned by General Motors, supply several
major parts to Cadillac specifications, but production of a traditional
V-type automobile engine is entirely a company operation. The Fleet-
wood Division of General Motors (not open), Fort St. and West End
Ave., supplies bodies for the V-6 and the largest Cadillac V-8. Bodies
for other models come from the Fisher Body Division (see Pontiac,
Tour Sa, and Flint). Normal production runs between 30 and 40 units
an hour. In 1937, the plant produced 14,'53 Cadillacs and 32,000
La Salles. Essentially a Cadillac, the La Salle was introduced in 1927
for a lower-price market. Like the Cadillac, it is named for an illustri-
ous French explorer.
The Cadillac Motor Car Company was organized in 1902 with a
capitalization of $3oo,ooo, although its inception dates from 18 95 and
the Leland and Faulconer Manufacturing Company under Henry M.
Leland. Models were being built a month after organization, but steady
volume was not reached until March 1903. This date established Cadil-
lac as the oldest continuous auto producer in Detroit. Among note-
worthy automotive contributions credited to Cadillac is the first self-
starter (1912).
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A new sidewalk and and discontinuous chain-link
fencing are the most recent additions to the site, which
is now a 60-acre tract of scrubby grasses on a gravel
base. Most vegetation has clustered along the chain-
link fence. Several mounds of dirt mark the distant
horizon before giving way to a new warehouse. The sky
is larger here than most other places in Detroit and the
resulting vacancy brings one's attention to the utility
poles and fire hydrants waiting to receive a new 25 mil-
lion dollar industrial park.
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,~-i~-; 4- The GRAHAM PAIGE PLANT (open during operations, tours at
to and 2 by arrangement), 8505 West Warren Ave., near Dearborn
city limits, occupies a 45-acre site and contains three principal buildings
-general offices, engineering building, and factory. The company,
Dearborn's second largest industrial organization, manufactures an
average of 33,341 automobiles each year and, when operating at full
capacity, employs approximately 3,500 workers.
If the Graham Paige Plant still held the distinction
today as the second largest industrial operation in
Dearborn, that would still mean that Ford is bigger.
Even so, if this facility employed 1/1000 of its 1941
workforce in 2004, it would come as a surprise.
Visitors arriving at the small, unkempt parking lot
on Warren Avenue should note the treatment of
the saw-tooth roof. Hot tar has been mopped over
all the clerestory windows, rendering the principal
architectural form of the building something of an
embarrassment to whatever lightless function the
building now serves.
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14. GRAHAM PAIGE
15. HUDSON
55. The HUDSON MOTOR CAR PLANT (open 9: 15- j2, x-2 Mon.-
Fri.), 12601 E. Jefferson Ave., fourth -largest producer of automobiles
in America, owns several factories within the city limits. This t6-acre
site, which is the main plant, produces chassis and machined parts and
has facilities for final assembling and body trimming. Other units in-
clude the axle plant, the spare-parts warehouse and shipping station,
and the plant in which bodies and other sheet metal parts are fabri-
cated, assembled. and painted.
Since its establishment in i9oo, the company has built Hudson,
Essex, and Terraplane passenger cars, and Hudson, Terraplane, and-
Dover business cars. All three models now built by the company are
named Hudson, including the ii.n, a six-cylinder model introduced in
1938, the Hudson Six, and the Hudson Eight. The company had assets
totaling $31,525,212 on December 31. 1938, and net sales for the
same year amounted to $38,845,239. In 1939, the plant in Detroit
employed 1', oo men.
World travelers who have visited the Maginot line
in France will see something immediately recogniz-
able in both the size and futility of this enterprise at
fending off Germans (in this case car-makers, not
soldiers). Perhaps the most relentless adversary to
this ruin is nature. The concrete "bunker" invaded
by trees is attached to a long building whose prin-
cipal material palatte is rust and broken glass. This
ensemble is separated from Jefferson Avenue by
an exceptionally green field that produces all kinds
of wildflowers
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FIG 2.1 1936 photo of the
DeSoto stamping plant,
quote from Architectural
Record
The extraordinary purity of form of the most utilitarian structures-those with the least amount of "desigi
them-is a phenomenon that was noted long ago by the first European modernists to visit this country. Ty
are the handsome grain elevators for the Kellogg Company, and the De Soto press shop, which last yea
awarded the prize for the best use of glass in an industrial building. Conservatives may rebel at the applicati
architectural criteria to such structures, but the fact remains that it is precisely in such buildings that modern
tecture has reached its most complete expression.
FIG 2.2 1936 night view
Utter simplicity and directness in the solution of a
clearly defined problem has produced a superlative
factor. Rarely has a building depended more com-
pletelyon the use of glass for its function and effect.
FIG 2.3 DeSoto plant with
wartime additions in from -
1941. This area pictured was
known as the gun plant
06/04/04 FRI 11:45 FAX 3132027984 ALBERT KAHN ASSOC. Q001
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CPRYSJie (De Soto) CORPORAT1N
PRMsS SHOP ?,. ADDITIr
Dletroit, Nicohigan
In Detroit, "omwrsion" is the topie of the day. Just
last month, the last paenager oars rolled off the lon Unes of
the autamobile assembly plants. And now the buildinga of these
plats ae being refarrAged and re-tooled for the trennuos
program of war prodnetim that faces the industry,
An outstandiMng axenple of factory caversion from peaoe..
tiho autoobile production to war-tim samfaoture is that of the
plarv of the De Soto Division of Cbryler Corpoation, in Dearborn,
ihobigana the autaetiue oammnity that border Detroit. As a
mtter of fact, De Soto reaeived one of its mar-time produotion
assigrmsats In' the somr of 194l, 1mg before the Japs atruck
at Pearl Uaror, and began work on it. Only then, beause America
was still teohnieanly at peace, the job ms called a "defens
assig".enti'
Forthith, upon being advised of its job in the defense
pioture, De Soto began putting up n addition to its great press
shop building, In tis addition are to be manufaotured oortien
important part* for the famous Bofors rapid-firing anti-aircraft
gun, which Chrysler Corporation end its other diviions will build
in its entirety. The eorporation will manzufacture the gun by the
FIG 2.4 Albert Kahn Architects memo prepared for Architectural Record Magazine which details the con-
version from automotive manufacturing to the making of the Bofors machine gun.
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The Detroit Terminal RR, an inter-urban line, arrives
from Highland Park. Though just outside the city
limits, the site is still sparsely populated, except
with the catalytic activity of factories.
The neighborhood just east of the Buick is platted
in anticipation of the increase in worker. In effect, a
mini-company town begins to form.
The Savon motor company is the first automobile
manufacturer to arrive on site. They are replaced
by the Buick motor company and then LaSalle Mo-
tors. LaSalle builds a 2 story brick and glass build-
ing which is served by rail spurs from the Detroit
Terminal RR.
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With the rail connection to the south in place, a 12
mile circuit runs around Detroit in time for WWII
production. The "arsenal of democracy" (as Detroit
is called by Franklin Roosevelt) converts its auto
plants to weapons production facilities.
Work begins on the Detroit Industrial Expressway
which allows the free flow of workers to western
defense plants from the central city.
An airfield is in operation near the brickyard.
Chrysler's DeSoto division, having bought the
vacant LaSalle plant embarks on an expansion in
1936, adding a press shop designed by Albert Kahn.
Further additions to the original plant include a stor-
age space and an incinerator.
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Most of the residential fabric has filled up in both
Dearborn and Detroit. The DIE and the Edsel Ford
Freeway meet at Michigan Avenue in 1953 and
become 1-94.
A drive-in movie theater has replaced both the
brickyard and the airfield.
Smaller industries begin to congregate around the
highway.
Even with the 1942 expansion for building machine
guns, the manufacturing of DeSoto is about to
cease. Chrysler will close the line in 1962 and con-
vert the plant to manufacture glass.
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Several manufacturing sites close or are reduced.
An oil storage facility has further subdivided the old
brickyard property.
The Drive-In expands, north of the oil facility.
McGraw Glass, as it has been known since the
60's, is about to go on another expansion to meet its
growing needs after making an economic resurrec-
tion. All of Chrysler's auto glass is made here.
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More plant closures occur, but many manufactur-
ing operations still remain. The Graham-Paige plant
continues to shrink, having reached its peak in the
40's.
Another expansion is about to happen. The 1917
building was torn down to make way for parking
and to consolidate the operations in one building.
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Despite the closure of McGraw Glass, the overall
industrial picture of the area remains stable. Truck-
ing has taken hold as the dominant industry south
of Michigan Avenue.
After spending 100 million dollars in 1994 to mod-
ernize the plant, Chrysler closes it to get out of the
parts manufacturing business. Since 1994, 2000 jobs
were slowly eliminated. Almost 80% of the site has
been built upon in the last 100 years.
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DECAY
-THE LARGEST ARAB-AMERICAN POPULATION IN ANY U.S MUNICIPALITY IS HERE
THERE MAYBE OVER 7,M CARS PARKED HEREATANY ONETIME
ONE OF THE FIRSTINTERSTATE HIGHWAYS IN THE NATION WAS BUILTHERE
A MILION GALLONS OF OIL WAS DUMPED INTO THE DETROIT RIVER FROM HERE
THE STATE'S LARGEST DRIVE-IN IS HERE
TP77-4
I.
ONE OF THE LOWEST VACANCYRATES AND HIGHEST OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING RATES IN DETROIT IS HERE-
WHILE DETROIT IS LOSING POPULATION, OVERALL, IT IS GROWING HERE
CHILDHOOD BLOOD LEAD LEVELS AREAT LEAST TWICE THE CITYA VERAGE HERE
35% OF RESIDENTS DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO A CAR HERE
EXIT HERE FOR THE ONLY FACTORY TOUR REMAINING IN DETROIT
14,M TRUCKS A DAY EXIT & ENTER 1-94 HERE
GROWTH
... ... .....
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GATEWAY/PATHWAY
a. McGraw Glass Employee Entrance
b. Sidewalk, McGraw Avenue
c. Ticket booth, Ford-Wyoming Drive In
The gateway is one of the few places in this landscape that
recognizes the scale of the body. The pathway, though more
abstract, still does so, only adding the abstraction of time as
shown by the sidewalk; it is often taken for granted, but it still
anticipates and guides movement.
MARKER
a Column as locator in McGraw Glass
b. Speaker/Heater at Ford-Wyoming Drive-In
c. 6-Mile square Township Grid, SE Michigan
Markers form points in a field, giving some specificity and
place to the abstractions that are grids, Property corners,
columns and in-car heaters all double as orientation devices
regardless what their functional imperative happens to be.
BUILDING-WITHIN-A-BUILDING
a. Dodge Half-Ton Truck Plant locker/toilet room (fig 3.2)
b. McGraw Glass windshield storage pavillion
c. McGraw Glass transformer housing
Much smaller than the buildings that host them, these
structures relate most directly to human inhabitation of the
constructed spaces.
OVERPASS/UNDERPASS
a. Conrail 1-94 overpass with sign attached
b. Wyoming overpass at 1-94
c. Michigan Avenue underpass
Though Detroit is an essentially flat landscape, moments of
grade change require large efforts of bridges to overcome
these moments of disruption. These structures allow two
systems to negotiate with one another.
SCREEN/SIGN
a. Ford-Wyoming Drive In main screen
b. Highland Park Holiday Inn
c. Ford-Wyoming Drive In secondary screen
While screens typically receive projections or deflect them,
signs themselves project messages into the landscape. In the
case of the concrete Ford-Wyoming object, both conditions are
present.
MOUND/DITCH
a. St. Jean Boulevard sound barrier
b. Oil Tanks with catchments (fig 3.3)
c. McGraw roof
Grade changes, though slight, are important objects in
the landscape, whether containing oil spills, deflect-
ing sound or collecting water and permitting light. The
resulting play between ditch and mound makes corridors
as well as barriers.
RESIDENTIAL FABRIC
The residential settlement of the area is mainly specula-
tive. The Detroit neighborhood of Chadsey (right) was
platted in the early 20th century and filled when the
DeSoto plant was in full operation by the 40's. The Dear-
born fabric (left) developed later but was still responding
to its industrial surroundings. In the 50's, mobility made
this a bedroom community for wider centers of employ-
ment.
A
INDUSTRIAL FABRIC
The variety of sized parcels indicates the diversity of in-
dustries ranging from small machine shops to the barely
visible tip of one of the largest factories in the world
(Ford Rouge Plant, bottom). In general, the early-arriv-
ing railroads determined the linear, but large footprint
development that characterizes this use.
COMMERCIAL FABRIC
The development and zoning of commercial fabric can
be described by corridors. The oldest is Michigan Ave-
nue which is the traditional route from downtown Detroit
to Chicago. Newer development continues on Schaefer
Highway (left) and Warren Avenue (top).
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HYDROLOGY
All streams on the hydrology map are included in the lower
Rouge River watershed, which dumps into the Detroit river.
The only stream that remains undiverted is Baby Creek at the
lower right corner, which is the open space of Patton Park. This
area, Springwells Township was known for its many freshwa-
ter sources and the present legacy of that is the reservoir and
water treatment plant at the top of the map.
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GREEN SPACE
Despite the industrial ribbon cutting the site in half, the area
appears quite green from the air with lawns and 50-75 year
old trees populating the neighborhoods. The green spaces are
rated darkest for most intentional (parks) and lightest to most
incidental (vacant fields growing with uncultivated plants).
OPEN SPACE
This is land defined by the lack of physical obstructions or
significant topographical change. It serves to indicate some
larger solid-void relations on the site. Most occur in the indus-
trial zone between the grids or because of an industrial use
maintaining its original land usage.
V
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BARRIERS
Barriers may constitute fences or buildings, topogra-
phy or infrastructures such as rail or road corridors.
The site's barriers (property lines, rail easements, and
late-arriving depressed highways) influence and usually
ossify the land use.
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ORDERING SYSTEMS
Two methods of surveying meet in this area. The riparian
French ribbon farms (orange) emanating from the Detroit
River give way to the 6 mile square township grids of
the Land Ordanance of 1785 (green). What happens in
between (white) is determined by rail easements and
local parcellization.
PERMEABILITY
The site developed with few regulations or principles of
zoning. As a result, different parcels have different levels
of accessibility. Many have no public access and would
be difficult to receive any sort of multi-use or shared
rights-of-way. The least permeable sites are darkest
ranging to the lightest as most permeable for public
and/or multiple uses.
_W
CORRIDORS
The greatest flow of energy on the site come from ve-
hicular flows, both as private transportation for enter-
tainment or as capital-carrying truck traffic. The site is
impossible to understand outside of a car or truck.
Dots indicate an 1-94 highway exit which has an Average
Daily Trip (ADT) of more than 14,000 trucks. This is one
of the busiest trucking intersections in the Detroit Metro
area.
Car travel is represented by the shaded areas. ADT's are
noted at the ends of each area.
BUFFERS
Because the barriers arrived as initiating moves (with
the exception of the expressway) instead of retroactive
moves, they typically produce a buffer condition. These
buffers generally shield human occupation from more
difficult-to-live-with uses like intense transportation cor-
ridors and industrial activities. Some barriers are buffers,
but the reverse is not always true. Their effectiveness
depends on materials and other non-diagrammatic uses.
Some examples of buffers are; trees along a railroad,
commercial buildings at the head of a residential block
and the McGraw plant shielding the Chadsey neighbor-
hood from larger and less hospitable industrial uses.
Because of the linear nature of the barriers, buffers in
turn tend to be linear and begin to show some parallel
development where activities are particularly intense
(e.g., the highway).
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EXCAVATION AREAS
In this area of SW Detroit, the glacial till is comprised
mostly of lake clays from a series of prior "great lakes"
as recent as 10,000 years ago. Many brickyards in the
early 20th century took advantage of the combination
of a clay source and location near the Michigan Central
RR. The other big dig came in the form of the depressed
expressway. Dirt from that excavation ended up in aban-
doned clay pits.
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PAST USES AND PROBABLE CONTAMINANTS
The heritage of industry is not just historical. The site,
hosting over 100 years of manufacturing has a legacy
of many environmental contaminants from its various
uses. It is a registered brownfield with the EPA and
eligible for redevelopment tax credits from various state
and federal organizations. The diagram at left retraces
some known uses, their environmental damage and
typical remediation methods. As a note, the usual soil
remediation method in Detroit is excavation and haul-
ing dirty soil to a hazardous waste landfill. The relative
cheapness of this method and its near 100% success
rate make it the preferred option. This still resorts to a
method of placing the problem elsewhere. This certainly
leaves room for different and more creative strategies.
1. PARKING LOT
A gravel lot was used throughout the 30 and probably
earlier. Because of the permeability of the gravel and
low intensity of the contaminant, little remediation is
necessary.
Dates: 1930-present
Contaminants: oils, automotive chemicals
Extent: north end of site
Cleanup: biological or plant processes, containment,
excavation and landfillling
2. RAIL SPURS
Railway corridors always bring a contamination
footprint with them which is relatively contained but
concentrated.
Dates: 1917-1980
Contaminants: oils, heavy metals, creosote, herbicides
Extent: relatively contained to the railway easement
Cleanup: biological or plant processes, containment,
excavation and landfillling, soil washing
3. STORAGE AREA
This area probably served as the a rail spur storage
depot for the factory.
Dates: 1917-1960
Contaminants: solvents and other VOC's
Extent: probably contained to the footprint of the
building, and possibly less depending on spill locations
Cleanup: biological or plant processes, containment,
excavation and landfillling
4. INCINERATOR
Dates: 1917-1960
Contaminants: heavy metals, solvents and other VOC's
Extent: airborne contamination of the soil is likely,
making the area to the NE of the incinerator most
contaminated.
Cleanup: biological or plant processes, containment,
excavation and landfillling
5. LEAKING UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS (LUSTs)
Fuel for the plant was located next to its powerhouse
and the 14 tanks have not been removed to this day.
Chrysler adopted a policy of containment, choosing to
cap the area with a parking lot after the demolition of the
old factory.
Dates: 1917-present
Contaminants: petroleum fuel, heavy metals
Extent: This is the most concentrated are of
contamination on the site. It should not endanger the
groundwater due to the clayey soils of the site.
Cleanup: biological or plant processes, containment,
excavation and landfillling
6. ENAMEL & PAINT ASSEMBLY LINES
The main contaminants from the factory as a body plant
come from the surface coating process.
Dates: 1917-1960
Contaminants: VOC's, solvents, some heavy metals such
as lead
Extent: This presents the most widespread
contamination on site. Because of the dipping process
of enameling, contaminants can be expected to be
localized and in high levels. Because of spray-applied
painting and powder form the enameling process, the
footprint of the building can reasonably be expected be
the contamination footprint.
Cleanup: soil washing, excavation and landfilling,
biological or plant processes
7. GENERAL MACHINING AREAS
The stamping plant used enormous presses in the
highlighted areas. The largest were in the highest bays
Dates: 1936-1962
Contaminants: machine oils, some heavy metals
Extent: Because of a removable wood floor, much of the
oil dripping was probably removed when the floor was
removed.
Cleanup: biological or plant processes, soil washing,
containment, excavation and landfillling
8. GLASS MANUFACTURING
Glass manufacturing is a relatively clean process.
Requiring high heat and water, which are clean on-site.
Dates: 1936-present
Contaminants: glass dust, which would have been
controlled reasonably well given the size of the
operation.
Extent: Dust is contained within the footprint of the plant.
Cleanup: keep dust from becoming airborne, thus, no
remediation is required once dust has stabilized on the
ground.

4.0 field notes
TOWARDS A FIELD GUIDE TO DEMOLITION
This text accompanies a field guide to demolition
(chapter 4.1) designed to aid in the recognition of
demolition as it exists, to understand the means
of the process, the logic behind it and its effects.
Ultimately, the field guide might inform some acts of
demolition which suggest how further architectural
operations might occur. These acts propose a
design process that takes the lessons learned
from observing demolition and aims to better apply
destructive means to a generative end.
Demolition is too important and powerful of a
process to overlook in the production (not only the
erasure) of spaces, landscapes and buildings. It is
not only important but it is also ubiquitous, and it
is especially so in areas of continuous and lengthy
occupation. As an already existing process,
demolition presents itself as an opportunity and
often a necessity on nearly every site, from the
demolition of the earth's crust and surface features
to the pairing away of existing overbuilt structures.
Since this guide is generated from observations,
and the observations directly inform the acts of
demolition, any design activity will be very far from
tabula rasa situation, even if the demolition process
has completely cleared the site.
A WORKING DEFINITION
DEMOLITION: To tear down, to raze, to break to
pieces; smash; to do away with completely: destroy.
Demolition is an intentional physical process that
takes away material and whose products are not
only limited to physical results. Its opposite act is
building'.
PUTTING DEMOLITION TO WORK:A THESIS
STATEMENT
Demolition is a powerful yet often elusive or
obscure physical and cultural phenomenon. While
demolition is perceived as and indeed often is
destructive, selective demolition employed as a
design process can prepare, reclaim and ultimately
reorganize sites of obsolescence toward generative
opportunities. I am proposing a type of qualified
demolition that aims to remediate (ecologically &
perceptually) by appropriating the violence inherent
in demolition. A carefully controlled demolition can
allow an architecture of unforeseen programs to
emerge across various scales of time.
THE WIDE WORLD OF DEMOLITION
One of the problems of defining demolition in
the hopes of appropriating it as a generative
architectural process is its entanglement in cultural
existence and affiliations and usage outside the
built environment. This can also be instructive for
dealing exclusively in the built environment since
it is impossible to completely disentangle culture
from building.
In common parlance, demolition refers to the
event which completely eliminates something. This
generalized usage avoids any direct referents to
the built environment and finds application to many
and various situations. As evidence that demolition
has a taken root in the lowbrow lexicon we need
only look at several examples. Looking at demolition
derby (a decidedly redneck sport of crashing old
cars into one another), disco demolition night
(perhaps the most raucous baseball promotion...
ever), the movie Demolition Man (A sci-fi action
vehicle for Sylvester Stallone and Wesley Snipes),
The Demolition Doll Rods (a scantly-clad trash
punk band from Detroit) demolition can be seen to
occupy othe so-called lower registers of culture.
Some conclusions can be drawn from its
generalized appearances. Demolition is violent
and definitive, but in the form of entertainment and
spectacle, the violence is gentrified. At the end
of the derby, cars are smashed and drivers are
injured, but generally no fatalities are reported.
At the end of the movie, the moviegoers all walk
out of the theater no matter how many explosions
occurred. At the end of the concert, the mosh
pit may have produced cuts and bruises, but its
participants still stagger home. It would seem that
most popular uses of the term demolition pertain to
the spectacle and are viewed from a safe distance.
LIMITS
These acts of controlled demolitionla raise the issue
of limits, not just in popular word choice meaning
the exertion of unmerciful force on one's foes, but
in any destructive act. Demolition in its usage but
also its reality is located on the line between total
chaos and a re-ordering of the situation. Turning
again to the context of the demolition derby, we
find an unwritten (or barely written) set of rules.
The derby can be seen as the embrace of the car
crash and an attempt to assert some control over
the accidental and the unplanned, to contain a
chaotic process within certain bounds. A recent
derby in Pennsylvania illustrates this point. Bill
Coleman, a factory worker from Youngstown
was left in a comatose state after another driver
broadsided his '72 Plymouth Horizon. Responding to
the overly aggressive tactics of the offending driver,
Coleman's father-in-law said:
The name of the game is banging into people, but
you've got to be reasonable. That fellow that hit Bill
just blasted into his car-door and tipped it up off its
wheels. We got a video.... Demolition derby's not
supposed to be so aggressive. It's supposed to be
fun. No one's supposed to get more than scratches
and bruises2.
When rules are transgressed, the chaos overturns
expectations and produces unforeseen (and in this
case unfortunate) results. One more conscious
attempt to straddle the limit of demolition and
construction is Robert Smithson's partially buried
wood shed project in Kent, Ohio. The earthwork
entailed dumping dirt on an abandoned building
until the central beam cracked. In more abstract
terms, the hastening of the entropic process brings
about a condition of a ruin, but just barely and the
resulting building/landscape straddles the border
between being built and being ruined. Smithson
ended his project where most demolitions (that is,
the hastening of entropy par excellence) begin.
A soon as the beam cracked, no more earth was
moved and the shed stood suspended for months in
that would have otherwise been a single instant in
a normal demolition.
ETYMOLOGIES OR MILLING, MOLEING AND
MASSING
To define demolition, looking outside the built
environment can teach much about the cultural
reception of destruction. It is important, however,
to look within the culture of building which turns
out to be demolition's etymological and disciplinary
origins. Without too great a phenomenological
digression, the commonly used term demolition
comes from the Latin de-moliri, which is the
undoing of the act of constructing. In the 16th
century French, this indicated a specific method of
building called moles and had to do with making a
mole, which was projecting a large scale earthwork
or stone construction into the sea to serve as a
breakwater or pier. The harbor created by the
artificial ground also takes the name mole. So this
manner of construction initially applied only to
the man-made and dealt first with a land-moving
process that also had great implications for the
shoreline.
To undo this process would be to reverse its
method of construction. At this point, the noun
mole is transformed to a verb. The active process
of de moliriand the mass that it negates, the Greek
term molos, are closely linked together. These two
together are related to a more specific process,
that of milling. A mole (Latin, mola) also refers to
a millstone or even to the mill itself. Its verb form
molere describes the process of grinding a larger
material into a smaller material, as in the making
wheat into flour. To mill a something is to generate
a new product through what is effectively a
destructive or subtractive act. Milling, which uses
grinding, dividing and reducing as its means. It is
an entropic process, irreversible and moves in the
direction of increasing disorder.
This is admittedly a long way from the demolition
derby, but the process of milling, and of demolition
both have their products, just as the demolition
derby initiates a spectacle where junk is
transformed into lesser states of junk giving off a
byproduct of enjoyment. Demolition is often seen as
destructive and milling is perceived as productive.
We could oppose demolition and milling in the
same way that we approach a glass of water; is
it half full or half empty? Demolition is production
ofabsence and milling is the production through
absence. So is milling the same as demolition?
Probably not, mainly because of one's emphasis
on the product and the other's suppression of any
remainder. It remains beneficial to have names for
both processes as they serve different purposes.
Just like it may be more important to emphasize the
half-emptiness of the glass over its half-fullness at
a particular moment and the opposite at another
moment depending on the level of optimism one
would like to project.
This word exercise shows that these processes
are similar in their use of violence but widely
divergent in the way in which they are perceived.
For the purposes of appropriating demolition as
a generative architectural process, recovering
several things from its origins may be useful. Firstly,
demolition is a massive process which affects
the land, whether in building or in un-building.
No matter how divergently the term demolition
is used, the starting point is ground zero, and the
coincident ending point is summarized by the
phrase "razed to the ground." Excavation is a
demolition process that precedes and prepares a
construction site. Demolition is a required act in
uprooting or eliminating a building from a site, and
it is usually recognized as such. But if demolition
in the form of site preparation is a requisite part of
the construction process then it is also a critical,
but unappreciated method of anchoring or joining
a construction to its site. This is appropriately
commemorated (and then promptly forgotten) by
the event of a ground breaking. The inauguration of
a site comes with the turning of the soil, whether by
a Roman priest or by a corporate executive with a
golden shovel. The disturbance of the earth is the
first act of marking the site.
Like the groundbreaking ceremony as signaling
an impending construction, close connections
between disturbance and growth occur elsewhere.
In the discipline of landscape ecology, the idea that
a disturbance can act as a structuring element in
a natural system has been put forward by thinkers
such as O'Neill and expounded upon by others
landscape ecologists like Vittorio Ingegnoli. The
concept of disturbance is linked to non-equilibrium
thermodynamics, entropy and metastability which
all come to be a part of landscape ecology's
working tools. These concepts (especially
disturbance) become important in forcing an
irreversible choice upon a branching and self-
organizing system. Ingegnoli states, "in many cases
the majority of disturbances can be incorporated
into ecological systems.. .we can speak of
disturbance incorporation when the system
exerts control over some environmental aspects
that it is impossible to control at a lower level of
organization."3 This latter statement presupposes
that the system needs to be extensive and robust
enough to absorb the disturbance. Forest fires
in the Yellowstone National Park are cited by
Ingegnoli as example of a disturbance which the
local landscape has been structuring itself around
for thousands of years. He goes on to propose
that too strong a limitation of the fires by humans
may be detrimental no matter how noble the effort
may seem on the surface. The lack of smaller,
regular forest fires will increase the possibility of
abnormally intense fires and decrease biodiversity.
Artificial avoidance of the perturbations caused
by demolition may bring on a similarly detrimental
effect in the same way that a forest fire is a
beneficial, even necessary event can be generative
for a landscape. The man-made landscape may
be able to benefit from disturbances and trauma,
otherwise derided and seen as something to be
eliminated. With this in mind, the goal of retaining
the properly destructive aspect of demolition and
appreciating its unseen generative powers like
those of milling can serve to locate demolition
within the realm of possible and productive design
methodologies.
PROBLEMS IN SEEING DEMOLITION
Even a violent human intervention into the natural
life of the monument may over time strike as
evocative.. .seen from a distance, the effect of
human destruction, which appears so violent and
disturbing at close range, can be experienced
as the orderly and necessary workings of nature
itself4.
Even though destruction and generation are closely
linked, the problem remains of how to qualify
which acts of destruction are properly creative and
which are only destructive. Part of the dilemma
isbetween assigning value to either the goals of a
demolition process or to the thing destroyed. This
is undoubtedly a highly subjective as well as a
case and site specific operation. These questions
deal with ends, but an investigation of means,
particularly those of seeing, can potentially be
more instructive in studying a process that often
produces more dust than light, more debris than
answers.
Alois Reigl's commentary raises two key issues on
the reception of monuments, both dealing with how
a monument is received. ReigI dealt specifically
with monuments, but his definition of monument
was an expansive one. He located the defining
feature of a monument in its possession of a history.
This means that even mundane and unintentional
constructions can be a monument to something; as
a result the field monuments (and their destruction)
can be expanded considerably.
The first point of consideration identifies the time
and perspective of the monument as important.
In regards to time, something might be destroyed
without remorse shortly after its creation, but when
its history accumulates to produce value and rarity,
its loss at a later date may be mourned. Conversely,
something of immense value at the time of its
creation may decline in value as it ages or is seen
to be obsolete or uninteresting. Its destruction just
after the time of its creation would have been a
tragedy, but its eventual discard a few years later
will probably not receive a second thought.
The second is more complicated and deals with
the conflation of natural destruction and human
intervention. In allowing human acts of demolition
to produce results as nature itself, Reigl opens
the possibility that the disturbances produced by
nature and man aren't so dissimilar in their effects
and the eventual way they are received. This raises
the possibility of intervention in a nature-like way.
This reception, of course, depends on the distance
of the observer from the act. From afar, destruction
produces a new order but at close range, it
becomes incomprehensible. Reigl also considers
the vantage point of the observer. As an example,
the hurricane seen from space it has a formal
majesty that is admired, but on the ground it is a
truly terrible experience.
It would then seem that demolition has two
problems in its reception; in one case, the viewer
is too close and demolition is too visible; in another
case, demolition is too remote and the effects
become only abstractions. As a result the following
scenarios account for various states and causes
of demolition. To acknowledge the problems of the
vantage-point, they have been divided into two
further categories of demolition; overt and covert.
OVERT DEMOLITION (DEMOLITION AS -)
Demolition emerges in the forefront of cultural
consciousness at particular times. Often presented
as though it were the straightforward clearing
of blighted buildings or the routine sloughing of
obsolescence, demolition is the tip of a larger,
complex and often contradictory phenomena.
When thousands of people schedule their day
around the implosion of a building such as the
Astrodome or pause to watch the takedown of the
Central Artery, clearly there is a desire to gawk
at demolition in its spectacular and momentary
fullness. But more than just an unintentional test of
physics and the strength of materials, demolition
provides a screen against which many emotions,
agendas and programs are played out. If demolition
is a screen, than it also participates in staging some
other agenda, only the agenda typically is often
played out backstage and the screen receives its
image via rear-projection. These are overt acts of
demolition. The thing destroyed is not in question.
The destructive nature of demolition is clear, but
its debris, dust and blunt rhetoric often obscure
the reasons or the results. Demolition by necessity
makes a mess before it cleans up. This is inherent
in the process and unavoidable, but problems occur
when the mess is made and is not cleaned up or
when the demolition and cleanup are so thorough
that the evidence is destroyed.
COVERT DEMOLITION ( _ AS DEMOLITION)
In acts of covert demolition, some process,
whether abstract or physical usually enlists the
unbuilding to its ends where it operates more or
less behind the scenes. Despite a less prominent
or background function, demolition is still a crucial
part of the operation. In many cases, ascertaining a
destructive side to the process is not just obscure,
but is intentionally meant to be camouflaged. To
uncover these covert demolitions is to widen the
understanding of each of the following processes.
It is an expansion of the limits of the system
GOIING FROM FIELD GUIDE TO FIELD MANUAL
Intended as a primarily operational device, the
field manual tests, records and reassesses the
findings and observations of the field guide.
Because demolition is a physical process that has
both physical and non-physical results, each of
the scenarios identified in the field guide cannot
be directly absorbed and deployed as design
technique.
Nonetheless, it would be limiting the scope of the
design operation simply to document and apply
the physics of demolition without accounting for
its metaphysics and its generative potential. If
one accepts that architecture is a constructive
discipline, then how can demolition be properly
complicit with construction in its generative aims?
Distilling the lessons from the scenarios into
several categories can help structure a working
field manual into several groups. Some destructive
processes provide preconditions, some provide
analogs, and some provide direct examples of the
tools of demolition.
To develop a set of tools from barely controllable
and chaotic actions is a strange task, no doubt,
and so some odd consideration must take place to
arrive at a working method of using such strange
tools. Some acts of destruction are outside the
disciplinary boundaries of architecture, like
specifying a war or detailing the movements of a
continental glacier and its corresponding ice age.
Even when architecture takes the mantle of politics,
a human institution through and through, it often
proves to be a clumsy vehicle to effect change
on the immediate political level. Though these
actions are remote from the means that designers
typically have on hand, they should still be kept as
consideration in the field manual as they provide
two critical aspects of design; the preconditions
and the grist for analogy.
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This is a field guide designed to document various forms
of demolition as they exist. The guide is intended to aid in
understanding the means of the process, the logic behind it and
its effects. Demolition is too important and powerful of a process
to overlook in the production (not only the erasure) of spaces,
landscapes and buildings. It important and it is ubiquitous,
especially in areas of continuous occupation. As an already
existing process, demolition presents itself as an opportunity and
often a necessity on nearly every site, from the demolition of the
earth's crust and surface features to the pairing away of existing
unwanted structures.
Demolition presents two large issues in its reception; in one
case, the viewer is too close and demolition is too visible; in
another case, demolition is too remote and the effects become
only abstractions. As a result the following scenarios account for
these various states and causes of demolition. To acknowledge
the problems of the vantage-point, they have been divided into two
further categories of demolition; overt and covert.
The guide presents a sampling of pictures and some accompanying
thoughts, which are not exhaustive, but are meant to raise
awareness of demolition existing in a form previously overlooked.
As a result centain demolitions may be categorized under several
different scenarios. Again, the purpose is not to fix certain
demolitions in certain categories but to point to the variety and
presence of demolition in the everyday workings of the world.
-- I
"He's excited. It's not the end of
something, it's the begining of
something new "
spokeswoman for ex-Detroit mayor Dennis Archer on the destruction of Hudson's
Department Store I
The destruction of a significant building in the
life of a city is more than the clearing of ground
for the next project. It also represents a chang-
ing mentality and a the passage from an old
order to a new order. This is certainly the case
with Dennis Archer's sentiments quoted above.
For a generations of Detroiters, the downtown
Hudson's department store held enormous mne-
monic power, as a symbol of all that was glorious
about the city and all that was wrong with the
city. Archer presided over the city during the 90's
and instituted a sweeping program of demoli-
tion. His attitude toward demolition as the first
step in renewl became a normal, if not prevalant
one among a populace that was tired of living
amidst ruins, no matter how many out-of-towners
thought of those ruins as worderful or sublime.
That demolition came to be thought of as a posi-
tive or at least embracable concept, one needs
only look as far as the women's professional
football team of the city, the Detroit Demolition.
The moniker must be effective as the Demolition
have won the league title the last three years and
have chalked-up victories by such scores as 93-0
and 87-36. Beyond the on-field success, the use
of such a nickname, which could be perecieved
negatively with decay, regression and failure, has
in Detroit, become a symbol for a new begin-
ings emerging inseparable from destruction and
violence.
But this is nothing new for the city. In a strange
forshadowing of its contemporary situation, the
city motto Sperimus Meloria, Resurcet Cineribus
means "rising from the ashes, we hope for better
things." This was not adopted after the riots of
the 60's or even the 40's but in 18051. long before
Detroit had any pretentions of regional or national
importance (or any high position from which to
FIG 4.1. The implosion of sequence of the Hudson's Department Store
fall). This pairing of hope amidst the wreckage
seems to persist through the collective mentality of
the city. In this case, instead of demolition adopting
a symbolic meaning, the symbol has adopted demo-
lition itself as an integral power to the functioning
of the city.
The idea that the city functions not in-spite of
demolition but through demolition comes through
in the case of the demoltion of the city hall in the
early 80's. Detroit (along with Baltimore) is one of
the most relentlessly centered cities in the US. As
such, a common means of orienting ones self in the
city is to measure the radius from city hall, which
marked the geographic epicenter of the city and its
suburbs. Industrial maps of the early 20th century
segregate business based on these concentric
circles. Eight mile road marks the northern bound-
ary of the city and 13 mile road means the suburbs
and 37 mile road in Leonard means that the city is
remembered only in abstraction. To erase the cen-
terpoint of this vast measuring network must have
been more than a simple land clearance program.
Demolition as a symbolic act can stand for remem-
bering the past, but it may function more frequently
was a means of forgetting.
FIG 4.2. LOGO OF DESTRUCTION (new-school
version) The feared emblem of the 4 time world
champion Detroit Demolition, a women's profes-
sional football team.
FIG. 4.3 THE LOSS OF A SIGNIFICANT
BUILDING: demolition of Detroit City
Hall, the point from which all distances
in the city were historically measured
FIG. 4.4 LOGO OF DESTRUCTION (old-school
version) The city motto of Detroit; Rising from
the ashes, we hope for better things". The
motto was adopted after the great fire of 1805.
"War makes nations, and war raises
them again when they sink down
under the influence of material
interests. War is struggle and we find
struggle everywhere in nature"
E.E. Viollet-le-Duce
FIG 4.5. Bramante's Santa Maria della Grazie in Milan, bombed
during WWII, (perhaps through the use of equipment made at
the DeSoto plant?)
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FIG. 4.6 THE CYCLIC NATURE OF DESCTUCTION AND REBUILDING E.E. Viollet Le-Duc's imaginary town of La Roch
Ponte served as the main character in a the historical fiction about siege weapons and defenses from the Roman
times to the Napoleonic era.
FIG 4.7. The Monestery of Monte Cassino before WWII
FIG 4.8. The Monestery of Monte Cassino after WWII
"it looks like a bomb has hit.
It's just unbelievable that that
big building is down. It was
awesome, awesome!"
Seattle resident at demolition of Kingdome9
Demolition itself is constructed and though it
produces ruins only of temporary or momentary
duration, the scene of the demolition can continue
to exert influence long after the dust is settled.
Sometimes the spectacle of demolition presents the
only time that a passerby will notice the thing being
destroyed and not simply out of destructive spite.
Spectacle capitalizes on curiosity.
Two aspects transmittable to design emerge from
demolition observed as a spectacle. These might
be termed the grand opening and the grand closing.
The grand opening, though tongue in cheek,
physically opens the building. Whether one is able
to see three floors of a house at once or the interior
of Boston Garden because the wall has been ripped
off, the transparency of demolition is responsible
for such piqued interest. Rightly so, demolition
forcibly pries and cuts open a previously closed
situation in a decidedly anti-architectural way, if
one simply defines architecture as the enclosure
of space. This should force a revision of such a
definition, as seeing a building literally cut-through
in section is one of the most quintessentially
architectural forms of vision.
On the other hand, nothing in the world of
demolition is more definitive, deliberate and
singular than the implosion of a large building. This
could be called the grand closing, as it presents a
pile of debris falling in on itself, collapsing space
and forever ending the use of the assembled
elements in the building in quite the same way.
No matter the straitography and hierarchy of the
layers of a complex building, they all become
equally unimportant as they plummet to the ground.
Where they end up is as difficult to decipher as a
complex geological disturbance, foundations lying
on top of roofs and floors disobeying the laws of
superposition. Despite, or perhaps because of the
impending mess, few events are able to singularly
FIG. 4.9 IMPLOSION SEQUENCE OF THE KINGDOME. Though authorities warned people to watch on TV, thou-
sands of spectators came to see the destruction of the Kingdome
focus attention on the life (and death) of a building
like an implosion or collapse. The number of people
who attend demolition events rivals that sporting
events, often drawing the same crowd when a
sporting venue is the subject of the demolition.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that more people
attended the demolition of the Kingdome in Seattle"
than could have fit inside of it. The blasting of
Veterans stadium in Philadelphia was televised
live on ESPN2. When the cloud appears, there
can be no doubt that one era has ended, though
the recognition that another has begun is usually
obscured by the rising dust and immense noise of
the sublime moment. Nonetheless, spectacular
collapses and implosions are often seen as a
clarion call of the new, especially those demolitions
which are intended spectacles and those as
symbols. This is better discussed regarding
demolition as a symbol. Spectacle, however, does
differ from symbol in that the gaze is squarely fixed
on the object destroyed. When demolition acts on
an object as in a symbolic, retributive or cathartic
event, the gaze sees past the object and toward
another goal, person or agenda.
Orchestrating both the openness and the
explosiveness of demolition as a spectacle can
serve the purpose of generating new design
possibilities. Some metaphoric explosion on site
can generate interest and some opening can
sustain it, mainly to the curious passerby, but also
to longtime residents who have never seen inside.
The time that is taken in demolishing the building
very short compared to the life of a building. To
imagine demolition as a movie filmed over the
course of 50 years, in which a demolition process
takes one week, we can see what a jarring and
almost phantasmal erasure the loss of the building
would produce. Not only is the time short, but the
lack of ceremony surrounding the demolition of an
important building can be troubling to those who
have lived in and around it. Perhaps gland closings
should serve as decommissioning ceremonies that
allow for proper good byes to be said to buildings.
FIG 4.10 Boston Garden demolition, 2000. The
openness of the inside drew thousands . Secu-
rity guards had to keep trespassers out.
FIG 4.11 Norwest Theater. Itself a house of
spectacle, it becomes a spectacle with only its
marquee remaining.
"You can draw any kind of pictures
you like on a clean slate and indulge
your whim in the wilderness in laying
out a New Delhi, Canberra or Brasilia,
but when you operate in an overbuilt
metropolis you have to hack your way
with a meat axe. " Robert Moses"
FIG 4.12-14 19th century Paris makes way for 20th
Century Paris. Demolition of Les Halles market-
place, which was built as a part of Haussmann's
urban excisions by Baltard. It was demolished in
1974 to make room for the Centre Pompidou.
FIG 4.15. Medieval Paris makes way for 19th
Century Paris. Haussmanization
FIG 4.16. Medieval Paris makes way for 19th
Century Paris. Haussmanization
"About all the misuses of
the land known to man had
been tried, but still the land
remained"
anonymous WPA Michigan writer, 1941
LONDON, England (CNN) -- The South Korean
news agency Yonhap reported seeing a mushroom
cloud 4 kilometers (2 miles) wide over the border
area between North Korea and China in Yanggang
Province on satellite images Thursday. ... North
Korea has said a large mushroom cloud ...was the
result of a deliberate demolition of a mountain for
a power plant. After several days of speculation
over the cause of the massive cloud, North Korean
Foreign Minister Paek Nam Sun offered the
explanation in a meeting with British Foreign Office
Minister Bill Rammell. "The foreign minister told
Rammell that the large explosion several days ago
was part of a planned demolition of a mountain
for the construction of a hydroelectric plant,"
according to a statement Monday from the British
Foreign Office.'2
To denature something is to make it unlike itself
resulting in a certain degree of uselessness for
its original purposes as in denatured alcohol.
Whatever purposes the North Korean government
believed this mountain to have had, they obviously
felt that denaturing it was a small price to pay
for a hydroelectric plant, which is itself another
means of denaturing forests and rivers. The
British apparently agreed that the denaturing
was preferable, but only as a sigh of relief that no
nuclear device was tested. One does not need
to look far to see denaturing in action. Quarrying,
subsurface mining and logging all present
examples of denaturing. Denaturing can be found
in strip mining in Montana, where mountains are
denatured in a more gradual excavation process
or in the suburban fringe acceding agricultural
land, which itself acceded prairies or forests or
wetlands. 3
The design opportunity here is not to propose an
intentional denaturing of the site, but because so
much denaturing already occurs, the design can
only attempt (insofar as it is possible) to absorb
the denatured condition as a point of departure.
Here it is possible to capitalize on the landscape
of disturbance, the manufactured site, the terrain
vague, the drosscape or whatever other terms
various other commentators have been applied to
denatured, post-industrial topos.
These landscapes present a frontier and truly open
condition. The possibilities are even greater when
the expectations for a denatured site are so low.
While most denaturing processes are irreversible,
such as denaturing alcohol or (thankfully)
fissionable material for an atomic reaction, some
reclamation can occur. The reclamation may not
restore original purposes or first principles, but
reclamation may bring the site back into a realm of
thought."
FIG 4.18. Strip mioning in Ohio
FIG 4.19. Clear-cut logging operation,
Oregon.
FIG 4.17. Ford Motor Co. illustration of all the uses of coal. The
diagram, not intended to be literal, is nonetheless true insofar
as a real tree has most likely absorbed many of these fossil
fuel byproducts.
FIG 4.20. Thornton Quarrynear Chicago.
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"It is generally believed that
Ford Motor Co. was the first large
machine tool user to systematically
scrap obsolete equipment on a
large scale. Ford is (also) constantly
tearing down old buildings and
erecting additions, extensions and
improvments" Hartley W. Barclay15
On a site that is "overbuilt" demolition might
be seen as participating in an infrastructural
process that re-structures or liberates existing
infrastructures for new uses. Demolition is a
material practice (it is concerned with larger scaled
assemblies over time) which performs specific
duties in the life of a site or building or landscape.
Though often thought of as an anti-physical
process, this typical definition of demolition is only
helpful to a point but useful in differentiating it
from other generative or infrastructural process.
Demolition serves mainly to un-structure the site
where it has become inflexible or overburdened
by its own rigor, which was usually applied for a
specific goal.
In the case of the specific infrastructural process
which has come to be called Fordism, the issue
is not so much dis-functionality but the system's
hyper-functionality. Its relentless and efficient
progression is the cause of its own obsolescence.
It is indeed possible to call this method of
production and obsolete but probably not because
of its ability to achieve its goal. The problem of
Fordist infrastructures is more the artificially
extent defining the system. The logic of the Fordist
flowchart reduces the system to the minimum
number of variables (typically to cost, time and
simple manufacturing capacity) thereby excluding
the troublesome grains of sand that would upset
the smooth-workings of the machine.16 Defining the
system too exclusively is one problem, the other
is that it success is only seen in an expansionist
paradigm. By excluding variables such as human
and environmental health, long term cost and its
own effectiveness, the system is usually drawn
inaccurately for engagement in a larger world.
Opposed to this highly effective but unsustainable
and ultimately inflexible system, the answer may
not be to scrap all aspects of Fordism completely,
but to recognize its performative abilities and
its limitations. Fordism's totalizing tendencies
could be rejected without renouncing its general
effectiveness, which could be be retained and
emulated. Fordist logic does not easily accept
foreign variables in the system and this aspect of
the process should be rethought. In such a line of
thinking, those things believed to be detrimental to
the system artificially excluded or suppressed.
Under a revised Fordist paradigm, the difficult
variables might be re-admitted and incorporated
into the design of a new flowchart that accounts
for contingency and the unpredictable event. In
the demolition process, this attitude of accepting
the contingent might involve accounting for the
material removed not as something only to be
carted away, but something that could be reused
on site, creating new topographies and unforeseen
opportunities. Instead of seeing those things that
are large, numerous and difficult be removed
(like a forest of steel columns) as problems, the
view should use those things to structure future
arrangements of space and activity. The larger the
site and more complex the program, the greater
the opportunity to pair the discarded material with
a new site usage. Here, the diseconomies of scale
which were the liability of the Fordist paradigm
become an asset, especially in a place like Detroit
where time and land pressures are less intense
than in the ascendant and industrializing sun belt.
Thinking of demolition as production in terms
of architecture, it becomes evident that every
implementation of architecture requires a
preliminary demolition of the earth in order to set
a building into place. Not only does construction
produce an in-situ demolition process, but it
also requires ex-situ demolitions to occur. The
extraction of stone from quarries, the harvesting
of trees for lumber, the mining of ore for the
production of steel all require destruction to attain
their ends.
FIG 4.21. MERCILESS EFFICIENCY: Tearing down coke ovens at
the Ford Rouge Plant
FIG 4.22. DEMOLITION AS A PART OF THE MANUFACTUR-
ING PROCESS: Piles of machines awaiting destruction at Ford
Rouge plant. The machines were used to charge the open
hearth steel mill
"I'm for a weighty, ponderous art.
There is no escape from matter.
There is no escape from the physical
nor is there any escape from the
mind. The two are in a constant
collision course. You might say that
my work is an artistic disaster. It
is a quiet catastrophe of mind and
matter. Robert Smithson 1
FIG 4.23 UNBUILT CONSTRUCTIONS: Carlo Scarpa carefully brought new
and old together through both additive and subtractive means. Museo del
Castelvecchio, Verona
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FIG. 4.24-27 LIMITING DEMOLITIONS: Robert Smithson investigated the limits and temporality in the process of ruination. Par-
tially buried woodshed- Kent, Ohio.
FIG 4.28. "Splitting" Englewood, NJ.
FIG 4.29. "Conical Intersect" Paris,
1975. the project took place as the place
beauborg was cleared to make room for
the Centre Pompidou.
FIG. 4.30 REVEALING DEMOLITIONS: Gordon
Matta-Clark explored various methods of
"opening" structures which had previously
been unseen or suppressed. "Days End" 1975
"When you want to put through a
highway that can accommodate 50
or 60 or 70 mile an hour traffic you've
got to clearout all of that stuff and
every single thing that you move
often carries with it a human story
about people who are going to be
displaced or whose ancestors owned
or operated something. So, the impacts
on the urban areas were tremendous."
Jonathan Gifford-Highway Engineer"'
Circulation connects time and place and it animates
like no other destructive process. Transportation
amplifies existing topographies and creates new
ones with its infrastructure. To move is to destroy.
As Heinrich Heine said, "Space is killed by the
railways and we are left with time alone." Rail
travel burst on the transportation scene in the 19*
century and changed the experiential relationships
between space and time for a within a generation.
Beyond the accelerated scales of time involved
with travel, physical degradations occur as well.
The primary impact of transportation on vegetation
is deforestation stemming from timber use. Trans-
portation affects animal life is the restriction and
destruction of habitat. Transportation affects soils
by through erosion during construction. Geomor-
phological affectations also occur during consruc-
tion. Runoff from transportation rights-of-ways is
the primary source of pollution from this sector. THe
largest impact of the transportation sector on the
environment is air pollution.
Travel itself is a form of demolition, but perhaps
more powerfully, it is a catalyst enabling more
demolition. It is increasing too. Travel by cars
is growing faster than the population and the
economy. In industrializing countries, every 1%
increase in income sees a corresponding 1% rise
in car ownership. Carbon dioxide emissions from
cars are estimated to comprise a large percentage
of the total output in the atmosphere. 66% of CO
emissions in the United States emanate from the
transportation sector.19
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FIG 4.31. HIGHWAY FATALITIES: another
indirect source of demolition, not so
much to material but to lives. Fatality
rate in the US from 1900-1996
FIG 4.33. MAKE WAY FOR THE HIGHWAY Small
industries like this "house wrecking" company
sprang up to take advantage of the new highway
which demanded the clearance of many houses.
FIG 4.34. Sanborn map showing Edsel Ford
Freeway under construction after neighbor-
hood has been cleared.
FIG 4.32. ROAD DEMOLITION DEBRIS: 70%
of all construction & demoition waste in
estimated to be from highways. Highway
demolition in France.
FIG 4.35. House demolition, Detroit, 1960,
to make way for an inner-city freeway.
"There are exciting things going
on in this city. Part of the city is
its image. If what you see is open,
dangerous and abandoned buildings,
buildings that are boarded up, it
sends a bad picture to potential
developers"
Fred Durhal, Jr. Michigan Economic Development Commission"
Just as all building is a political act, every act of
unbuilding has political implications. Some acts are
more squarely in the realm of politics than others.
Some belong to the society of surveillance rather
than the society of the spectacle. These are acts
that are often kept away from the public view,
where the hard realities of demolition on the ground
can be clearly seen. Only when the immense visual
power of destruction can be instrumentalized
for political effectiveness is the secret world of
surveillance allowed to return to the world of the
spectacle.
Not every political act of demolition is orchestrated
by the existing power structures. Spontaneous
reactions against entrenched powers can also
prompt momentous and famous acts of demolition.
One might think of the storming of the Bastille
during the French Revolution or the toppling of the
Berlin wall. These acts serve to emancipate and
often originate from the bottom-up.
FIG 4.36. Forced eviction of a Palestinian womand and subse-
quent demolition of her home.
FIG 4.37. BLIGHTED BUILDINGS GO FIRST Michigan Governor Jennifer Granholm
joins the kickoff festivities and finds a chance to do some glad-handing.
FIG 4.38. Holiday Inn in Higghland Park MI , a 30 year old building is poised for
destruction after it had become a center of prostitution and drug dealing.
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"The only way to understand a gothic
cathedral is to bomb it" Antoine Picon"
Disciplines rooted in analysis and study of the
physical world such as archeology and strength
of materials testing propose to destroy in order
to create. Seeing an object outside of its natural
condition can reval much about its inner workings
In addition to these more obvious examples of
archeology, other disciplines of precision or
science rely on destructive divisive powers to
accomplish their tasks.
Remediation as demolition
A review of the techniques of remediating
contaminated sites will show that these methods
are hardly inert, peaceful processes. In fact,
they often need to be more energy intensive and
aggressive than the contamination process in the
first place. Vitrification heats soil to a high enough
temperature to convert it to glass. Bioremediation
involves microorganisms that feed on and destroy
contaminants. Phytoremediation requires the
eventual destruction of trees that have absorbed
their fill of toxins. Even the washing of polluted soil
greatly disturbs the particular compositions that
made the soil section unique".
Surveying as demolition
Surveying first divides the land and in some cases,
reassembles it as a secondary or corrective
activity. It should be noted that land the re-
assembly is much harder than land division,
especially after the land has been occupied. Some
surveys seek to create a coordinating system
which is a topological move and not divisive in
itself. Systems that seek to partition the land for
easy disposal, as in the land ordinance of 1785,
may be possible to classify as a type of demolition.
Also the demolition plan should be considered.
Where does that fit. It is interestingly, one for the
first drawings in the AIA-recommended methods of
document organization.
FIG 4.39. STRENGTH OF MATERI-
ALS: new building systems only
gain respect and confidence through
the establishment of their limits.
Stength test of a Catalan vault by
the R. Guastavino Company
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FIG 4.40 archeological sites, Thesalonikki archeological site, Spain (FIG 4.41)
FIG 4.42-3 .Palazzo della Mercanzia
in Bologna, 1945 resotoration adn
historic preservation are spurred on
by the ruins of war
"Ice accomplishes a great deal of
work. It erodes the country across
which it moves, transporting the soil
and rock and debris it has picked up
and eventually depositing that load
either directly or indirectly"
John Dorr-geologist"
Natural disasters from close up are horrifying
but from space they are simply one of a series
of constantly occuring events and completely
normal in the course of atmospheric, geological
and oceanic processes. The problems arise when
humans are in the wrong place at the right time
as these events unfold. The wisdom is debatable
in building a house on a barrier beach, which
is constantly in flux, even to human scaled time
frames. Likewise, the high insurance rates in the
western United States affected by wildfires testify
to the danger of having an existence that coincides
with disturbance-creating natural phenomena.
FIG 4.44 CYCLIC FOREST FIRE 1988
charting of Yellowstone N.P fires
FIG X4.45 GLACIATION: the production of scars and scrapes on everything in its path Kelly's Island, Lake Erie, MI showing the
scarring of glacial movement
FIG 4.46. Defiance moraine plan, SE
Mich.
Recessional moraine from 1
Ground moraine from 2
Terminal moraine from 2 - Pitted outwash plain .Terminal moraine from 1
FIG4.4w ane *Outwosh plain from 
FIG 4.47w. Defiance moraine section, SE Mich.

5.0 ra(i)zing
Thus far, the project has observed demolition at
a distance in its various guises. The goal of this
observation was to determine if demolition could
be a generative process, especially one that
could be controlled and employed as means of
design. One of the products that grew out of the
observation of demolition was a series of tenants
that could be stated as "first principles" in the
sought-after generative design process. These
principles together constituted an attitude toward
generative demolition called raizing. Other forms of
research, especially into program, also determined
an intention of raizing as a way of achieving the
end goals for the process. What remains is to be
determined are the tactics of raizing. These cannot
be pre-selected, as they prescribe and delimit no
place of their own. They depend on the space of
the other to operate but they need a site and some
semblance of a goal.
One way to test and describe the attitudes,
intentions and tactics of raizing is to engage a
site through demolition in several acts. Each act
corresponds to one of the observed scenarios of
demolition. Each scenario is engaged by they act,
not in order to replicate it, but to participate or to
appropriate some powerful aspect of demolition
in order to change the scenario. Each act initiates
the moves required for a particular program and
then collaborates with the program. The programs
have been chosen because of their effectiveness
in testing how that scenario might be transformed
into a generative condition as well as their actual
feasibility on a particular site in Detroit. Each act of
raizing requires a particular set of tactics, or said
another way, a set of tactics operating on a portion
of the site, determines the how the act of raizing
comes into being.
These various acts are not mutually exclusive, even
though they are tested separately. The scenarios
are all categories and as such are artificial
constructions useful for isolating a particular
aspect of demolition. As will be seen, the tests are
compared and combined. They don't escape each
other's sphere of influence, which is fortunate,
since they can be mutually catalytic. As a result of
the probability and desire that each program can
catalyze the others.
RAZE from the Latinate root,
rasus as in, to scrape or
to shave; in usage, razing
sometimes indicates complete
destruction exemplified by the
phrase "razed to the ground."
RAISE to lift up, elevate, to
build.
RAZE +
RAISE =
RA(I)ZING:
13 Points of a Generative Demolition
1. Raizing embraces the spectacle of demolition as one of the most powerful
moments surrounding a landscape and building, not only in its life, but after its
death. Raizing seeks to achieve both the explosiveness and revelatory aspects of
the spectacle.
2. Raizing, like nature, structures itself around disturbances. It can use a natural
process indirectly as analogy or as directly as instrument.
3. Raizing is a carefully measured process, using the tools of surveying and land
division to contain unbuilding and restructure building.
4. Raizing is a symbolic process that can look past the object of demolition toward
other goals.
5. Raizing is an art of seeing demolition critically and re-presenting it toward a
wider understanding.
6. Raizing is a process of mobility, recognizing the destructive but animating role
that circulation (vehicular, pedestrian, capital flows, etc) plays in any landscape.
7. Raizing cleans up the mess of prior destructive acts by aiming its own destructive
power at them.
8. Raizing clears the overbuilt and stifling accretions of the city.
9. Raizing cannot directly use war, but it recognizes the reach of such uncontrolled
acts of demolition.
10. Razing enacts a process of second-naturing through force of habit on sites that
have been de-natured.
11. Raizing destroys in order to produce, but aims at a minimum degree of
waste. Raizing attempts to recover waste, incorporating it into other production
processes.
12. Raizing is a political act that is highly visible and transparent.
13. Raizing learns from its site and values it as a resource.
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5.1 programs
PUBLIC SPACE/PARK
Advantages
Low implementation cost
Relatively independent of economic forces
Amenity for neighborhood which has a lack of public
greenspace, particularly one which is accessible on
foot.
Like the factory, it would provide a buffer from
Wyoming Avenue
Could be more than a neighborhood amenity, with
border condition and easy access to the highway
Disadvantages
No to little revenue generation
Comprises a border condition, unbounded by
pedestrian access on two sides
Pervasive soil contamination
Immediacy
Given the highly public program, a near complete
remediation would dictate the time to implementation
Duration
Relatively permanent; difficult to decommission to a
private use once firmly established and used
Constituents
Neighborhood, cities of Dearborn & Detroit, perhaps a
larger constituency due to visibility from highway
Funding
Federal, State & Local; Private contributions
Range of Program Sizes
1 acre (small playground) 5 acres (large playfield)
up to 40 acres which would include a wide range of
recreational activities
BIG BOX RETAIL
Advantages
Could generate a reasonable amount of tax revenue if
agreement with city is structured properly
Meshes well with the large amount of home renovation in
the area
Provides more jobs per square foot than typical warehouse
uses
Disadvantages
Increase in traffic/decrease in pedestrian abilities.
Overly homogenous corporate culture which typically
doesn't care about site over time
Can have very few benefits for the neighborhood if
agreement with city is structured poorly.
Immediacy
Existing structure is well suited for such a use.
Change in zoning would incur remediation.
Existing parking is less than optimal for such a use.
Duration
Could be rather short lived depending on market
competitors, but as a type, it could be projected to be
stable.
Constituents
Regional residents primarily, neighborhood to a lesser
extent
Funding
Typically private, but municipalities often contribute tax
incentives
Range of Program Sizes
50,000 sf (small Home Depot)-300,000 sf average (Ikea)
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SOIL DECONTAMINATION PLANT
Advantages
Could provide remediation means for McGraw site as well
as area brownfields
Mobile and reconfigurable
Water supply at plant is ideal for high-pressure applications
Disadvantages
Clayey soils of Detroit not typically conducive to this type of
remediation.
Generally higher cost than more passive remediation
methods
Immediacy
Could be set up in a matter of weeks from environmental
assessment.
Duration
Relatively short, unless it is used to clean imported soils
from the area
Constituents
Neighborhood, real estate end-user of site,
Funding
Federal and State for brownfield redevelopment, usually
private funding for plant operation
Range of Program Sizes
Small, i.e. less than 50,000 sq. feet, perhaps more if
material sorting areas are included
REMEDIATION DEMONSTRATION & POST-INDUSTRIAL
BOTANICAL GARDEN
Advantages
Presents positive image of the uses of the site, could be a
draw for.outsiders
Would provide job training in allied fields of environmental
engineering & cleanup
Disadvantages
Is perhaps overly demonstrative and artificial, not repeatable
on other sites
Immediacy
Early stages could begin tomorrow
Duration
Finite lifespan depending on methods used, could be a
temporary exhibit or installation
Constituents
Residents, eventual end-user of the site
Funding
Federal, State, local, perhaps private depending on developer.
Range of Program Sizes
Could encompass as much or as little of the site requires as
remediation
INDOOR/OUTDOOR REC-PLEX
Advantages
Space is well suited for indoor sports
Enough room in current parking lot for 3 soccer fields,
Numerous indoor spaces can accommodate various sports
programs
Visible and accessible near an existing youth-friendly venue
(Drive-In)
Would involve a large segment of public from a wide area
Disadvantages
Not always a income generator, though some tax base
provided
Immediacy
Many activities could take place in existing spaces without
much renovation
Duration
Often not very permanent due to unstable ownership
Constituents
Neighborhood, and region
Funding
Federal for cleanup, private for operation unless paired with
school systems
Range of Program Sizes
Minimum 30,000 sf. indoor, up to entire site for exterior
programs
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TRANSPORTATION/DISTRIBUTION HUB
Advantages
Links with existing high market pressure for more trucking
facilities which handle large amounts of capital
Highway access and Canadian border access ideal for such a
facility
Building and site would require very little alteration
Disadvantages
Typically low employment density
Site value does not filter to neighborhood
Increases traffic of the least desirable kind
Immediacy
Almost no remediation needed if site is left as-is,
Most renovations could happen in short time frame
Duration
Could be very long term given entrenchment of trucking
industry and low intensity of building use
Constituents
Private developer. Real estate agent
Funding
Private funds for operation. Federal for cleanup
Range of Program Sizes
Could consume 40 acres easily, but could use limited amounts
of the site as low as A of it
01A
CITY TRAVEL & WELCOME CENTER
Advantages
Highway access,
Relative visibility from depressed highway
Already seen as a gateway to the city by residents
No such amenity exists for travelers in Detroit on 1-94, and
Detroit would benefit from image upgrades wherever possible.
Would require little land and site alterations
Disadvantages
Overall small impact
As a stand-alone program, it may not engage community
directly
Relatively little employment
A better approach from the eastbound highway would make
the facility more accessible
Immediacy
Some remediation required, but otherwise ready to implement,
could be located as a satellite facility off the McGraw site
Duration
Tied to the future of highway travel, so long term prospects are
very stable
Constituents
Federal government, travelers
Funding
Federal, State & City
Range of Program Sizes
Small, several thousand sf. including parking lot
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URBAN AGRICULTURAL CENTER
Advantages
Productive, enables self-sufficiency
Building and water supply could be used for indoor growing
Disadvantages
Possibly low employment, low denisty in a higher density
neighborhood
Low tax income
Small site with a relatively high land value
Immediacy
Requires most or all remediation to happen first, longer-term
Duration
Could be very long term, but easy to convert to other use
Constituents
Neighborhood and region to a certain extent
Funding
Private for operation, Federal for cleanup
Range of Program Sizes
Would require the full site 40 acres
M
MATERIAL RECLAMATION CENTER/DISASSEMBLY
WORKSHOP & STORAGE
Advantages
Would serve as on-site means for building to shrink using
existing craneways and railroad spurs
At times of contraction or rearrangement, employment would
be generated
Provides a way of balancing demolition as a spectacle and
demolition as a generative tool
Could use least valuable space for storage of materials
Same mechanism could be used to phase the remediation of
the site
Disadvantages
Not a program to anchor the entire site, a decidedly secondary
function
Immediacy
Some remediation required, but otherwise ready to implement,
could be located as a satellite facility off the McGraw site
Duration
Would be the last program to leave the site in an end-of-life
scenario but would also be dormant during site expansion or
normal operation
Constituents
Property owner, tourists (if process is attractive enough),
indirectly neighborhood
Funding
Federal, State & City
Range of Program Sizes
Depending on amount of material stored and disassembled
could occupy 30,000-50,000 sf.
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5.2 acts of demolition
spectacle
POINTS + PROGRAM=
a demolition in research
6 ACTS
production
denaturing
The following acts test and describe the attitudes, intentions
and tactics of raizing as a means of engaging a site. Each act
corresponds to one of the observed scenarios of demolition which
also produced the series of points presented in the last chapter.
Each scenario is engaged by the act, not in order to replicate or
simply intensify it. Rather the goal is to participate and appropriate
some powerful aspect of demolition as a way of nudging the typical
trajectory of that scenario toward a generative future.
Each act initiates the moves required for a particular program
and then collaborates with the program. The programs have been
chosen because of their effectiveness in testing how that scenario
might be transformed into a generative condition as well as their
actual feasibility on this particular site in Detroit. Each act of
raizing requires a particular set of tactics, or said another way, a
set of tactics operating on a portion of the site determines how the
act of raizing comes into being.
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ACT I
RAIZING the SYMBOLIC
Demolition can represent and
open space for new relation-
ships between buildings and
people
While much demolition takes place as a means of
achieving some practical conclusion, the way in
which this might be done can have an enormous
symbolic effect. This small incision is designed to
re-open a rift in the building both physically and
historically. A passage is cut between the 1936
plant used to make automobiles and the 1941
plant used to make machine guns'. Not only is
this location significant because of the separation
between peacetime production and wartime
production, but the incision also opens a view of
the locker second-floor locker room, which was
used by workers more than any other space in
the building. In the Albert Kahn factory design
process, these locker rooms were elevated so
as not to subtract clear floor area. As a result,
workers would make a daily procession from
an exterior stair to the second floor, enter the
locker room, check in and then descend again
onto the shop floor. The room would serve as an
impromptu museum, where lockers are used for
the diplay of artifacts.
This act proposes to cut away half the locker
room cladding, allowing it to exist suspended
between a static preservation and a thoughtless
destruction. The removal of the cladding also
makes the locker room into a privileged vantage
point over the newly-opened urban cloister. In
addition, the bays that constituted the gun plant
Tcould be hollowed-out as a part of the recycling
plant operations.
While the abstraction and undiffentiation of the
factory tends to comply with the modernist ideal, it
nonetheless has attracted and collected the stories
of those who worked there as well as those who
were affected by its products. One such story is a
bizarre connection across the globe between the
sister cities of Detroit and Dearborn. Just as the
incision of this act marks a border between times
and uses, similarly, the dividing line that the factory
itself makes with the cities of Detroit and Dearborn
also demonstrates that taking things apart can
bring people together.
Qana, Lebanon and Toyota City in Japan are sister
cities to Dearborn and Detroit respectively. They
are both 6000 miles away from Michigan but the
cities maintain an active cultural exchange. After
911, Qana donated a memorial to residents of
Dearborn. Dearborn recently collected wheelchairs
for Lebanese hospitals. Japanese students visit
Detroit often2.
Dearborn is one of the most Lebanese communities
in America, and has been since the early 20th
century. Most of the first immigrants came to work
in the auto plants and many still do. Given the the
location of McGraw to this population, it would
stand to reason that many Lebanese worked there.
Toyota City is Detroit's sister city and home to
Japan's largest automaker, Toyota. It's humble
beginings as a silk-factory turned machine plant
were concurrent with the construction of Albert
Kahn's 1936 design for the DeSoto Press shop. As
well, the meteoric rise of the automaker was due
in part to technical assistance provided by various
Detroit companies, including Ford. By the time
the sister city relationship was formed in the 80's
Toyota was being being blamed for the decline of
Detroit. Toyota's production of trucks during WWII
made it a target for American bombers, but was
spared any severe destruction by the end of the
war3.
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Now Qana and Toyota City are "second-cousins"
as sister cities and especially bound together
through this one factory. In a strange connection,
Lebanese workers could have made machine
guns and bomber parts to attack their Japanese
counterparts. To commemorate the attack that
never happened, this act would also propose to
open space for exchange programs between Japan
and Lebanon with the Detroit area as a conductor
of sorts.
view of locker room, cut away. The removal of various lockers
balances display space with views to the exterior
M
View of locker room & cloister
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Existing stair, to remain.
View from east, looking at existing craneway on the far side
and perpendicular high bay (to right). Incision is at the bottom
right corner.
View into cloister, locker room at tar side
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ACT 2
RAIZING
TRANSPORTATION
Material and resources can be
mobilized to liberate one area
of a site while building up an-
other area.
The decision has already been made by the
current property owner to turn the McGraw glass
plant into a multi-tenant distribution hub for truck
transportation4.Taking this reality as a departure
point, this act looks at how such a seemingly
unexciting program might be a beneficial and
generative moment in the life of the plant.
These various transportation-related programs
could include a transfer station for the likes
of UPS or Fed Ex, a long-haul trucking facility,
and even a light industrial operation that
requires large amounts of shipping. In any of the
preceding cases, several large considerations
exist; first, the facility will have the largest
enclosed structure in SW Detroit for truck
traffic, and as such will handle one of the largest
volumes of truck traffic in the Detroit metro area.
Second, its building bulk prohibits the proper
circulation for trucks or the maximum number
of loading docks. Third, the consequences of
heavy trucking include the aggravation and
damage done to residential communities through
increased noise and traffic. Furthermore, the
enforcement of truck routes usually is very lax.
In this area, only Wyoming and Michigan among
the major collector streets are considered truck
routes. For any traffic coming from the east to
use this site, the existing westbound exit does not
employ either of these streets, but instead goes
through a residential neighborhood via McGraw
Avenue.
-1/3 of the activity in the largest trading partnership
in the world occurs within five miles of the site'.
-Nationally, trucks handle more than 3 times the
value and volume of all other modes of transport
combined'.
-Trucking, like Detroit, suffers from an image crisis.
Instead of supressing the visibility of the enormous
transportation network that goes through Detroit,
perhaps a greater and more positive visibility is
required. Some proposals of this act include:
-A travel oasis for trucks and cars can promote the
clarification of the traffic patterns of the area.
-The oasis will also serve as city gateway. Gas
stations, truck stops and truck routes are going
to exist. But they can be made to be less invasive,
even beneficial to the neighborhood.
-A museum commemorating the Detroit Industrial
Expressway as of the earliest interstates in the
nation. This would serve as one departure point
for automotive tours of the city, reviving what once
was the principle form of experiencing Detroit.
-A Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT)
maintenance facility to be integrated into the
oasis. This will be important in the act of "raizing
production" as a majority of C&D waste from the
public sector comes from roadbuilding. If road
debris are recycled at this location, trucking costs
would be reduced and the recycling facility would
have an immediate and dependable source of
income.
One other concept that figures into transportation
related demolitions is spolia. Spolia, a time-
honored method of generative demolition, is
principally about mobilizing material. It is a word
that generally is used to describe the plundering
of ancient buildings for reusable elements such as
columns and cornices. The materials from Hagia
Sophia came from plundered buildings on three
continents, from as far away as France, Egypt and
India. In this scheme, materials are consciously
mobilized from as closely as possible. When
engaging transportation as demolition, the tactic
used is to mobilize the material. In this act, the
facilities near the interstate are built-up as the
parts of the factory are brought down. The gradual
accretions of buildings near the interstate serve
as an inverse measure of the site's demolition. As
an example, the 70' trusses from the first major
demolition can be salvaged to construct the truck
weighing pavilion. They can be stored until the
MDOT maintenance shed is to be built. Finally, they
can further contribute to the certain aspects of a
highway oasis.
Current bus stop on McGraw Avenue
FIG 5.2. Pictorial guide to Detroit's factories. The DeSoto plant
is olcated on the left side of the picture.
FIG 5.1. A city map provided by a chain of
gas stations in 1936.
FIG 5.3. Current bus stop on McGraw Avenue
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Perspective view of oasis
Aerial view ot proposed oasis over 1-94.
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FIG 5.4. 1936 Automotive tourism advertisment from Standard Oil
On the ground view of oasis spanning highway. The structure would also form a pedestrian bridge over 1-94
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ACT 3
RAIZING the SPECTACLE
The visibility of the demolition
process can be as powerful as
its physical effects
How popular would the combination factory tour
and demolition be? Two innate human fascina-
tions seem to reside in seeing things made
(whether they are donuts or automobiles) and
seeing things being destroyed (whether they are
old cars or purported terrorist hideouts). This act
proposes to satisfy both cravings through the
open representation of the demolition process as
it is used to enact new (productive) uses on the
site, particularly those of trucking and recycling
operations.
The East fagade exists as a barrier, can still be
used as a buffer for work going on at east side of
the site. It will gradually be cut away to reveal
activities inside and will end up as a park canopy,
charting the progress of the site from private to
public.
views of the faceless east facade of the McGraw along Ad-
dison Avenue. This is focus of the gradual cutting process.
More views of the east and south facades. Some clues emerge from existing conditions, like fences hosting vines and punctuated
opeings in an otherwise blank facade.
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fence studies model
View of fence from Addison avenue
fence studies model
Interior view of fence with artificial slope behind
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The idea of the spectacle is extended in other ways
as well. The facade-turned-fence also serves as
an elevated walkway in the a reconstituted factory
tour of the recycling facility. Because the facade
marked the limit of the factory, its life as an convey-
ence system for curious visitors will be perfectly
suited for walking around the site.
The products of demolition also contribute to the
spectacle of the motion picture. Using salvaged
loading dock doors to make an operable facade/
drive in theater, yet another amenity can be added
to the McGraw plant.
Ford-Wyoming Drive-In-a pre-existing form of spectacle
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New office block for recycling operations, during the day, salvaged grarge doors torm operable tacade, at night they close to
provide a movie screen.
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ACT4
RAIZING RESEARCH
Research erases matter in or-
der to record information
Disciplines rooted in analysis and study of the
physical world such as archeology and strength
of materials testing propose to destroy in order
to create. This act focuses mainly on the conver-
sion of warehouse facilities to greenhouses. The
greenhouses would be used to test plant speci-
mens for use in in-situ remediation efforts. Due
to the highly site specific nature of preparing an
effective phytoremediation program, the green-
houses would host various research and testing
efforts. The greenhouses would also be seen
as an intermediate use between a warehouse/
loading dock and another post-remediation use'.
HU b.b Uottonwood trees incubating in a green-
house before being planted in a phytormediation
test garden.
Greenhouse/Warehouse transformation plans and elevations
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I
View into remediation test garden, greenhouse beyond
view inio rgreennouse w
contaminated plots
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ACT 5
RAIZING the DENATURED
Repetitive cutting and filling
can produce a "second na-
ture"- new topography with
beneficial effects
Detroit is deceptively flat, but it has a less visible
history of digging and filling. While its geologic
history shows that it has been thoroughly scoured
by glaciers, the present terrain is usually comprised
of a 200 foot deep layer of glacial till and clay lake
sediments. This clay has served as a valuable
source for brickmakers, who left large clay pits.
The clay pits became useful to the builders of the
interstate highways, who dumped their excess
soil there. This process generally describes the
landform history of Kielb park (pictured at right).
The only hitch with Kielb park is that the soil from
the highway used to fill the clay pit was contami-
nated. This only became known after a park had
been in existence for several years. Now the city
of Dearborn is faced with the proposition of haul-
ing enough soil to raise the grade 3 inches every-
where'.
This act examines the potential for various earth-
moving processes. One such process is soil
remediation. If new construction is going to take
place on the site, some form of cutting and filling
will most probably take place as this is the most
common and effective remediation method in
Detroit. The reasons mainly have to do with cost.
The cheap tipping fees make digging and disposal
more common than remediating with plants or other
means. What if, instead, of simply removing the
soil, it was contained on site and used to create an
artificial topography on an othrwise flat site? One
benefit of this, beyond the generally more ethical
maintenance of waste is the possibility to construct
such things as noise barriers, stormwater control
trenches and even recreational landforms such as
walking trails and sledding hills".
A further investigation looks at the potential for
landfilling inert waste from the on-site recycling
plant. This would not only provide a large amount
of material for creating these topographies, but it
would allow for an immediate source of profit for
the recycling plant. A small on-site landfill would
reduce transportation costs and centralize both
dumping and landfilling.
The story of Kielb park underlines the importance
of well managed and rigorous movement of soil and
this is true whether the end use of a contaminated
site is a park or a parking-lot.
Kielb Park, Dearborn, Ml, just 1/4 mile from the McGraw site
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1. Existing linear
contamination from
railway
2. excavate
contaminated
soil and contain
in trench/cell
landfill. overdig
clean soil used to
build embankment.
excavation area
used as retention
pond/constructed
wetland
3. intermittant
catchments
constructed to
collect sheet
drainage from west
parking lot
/
4. contaminated
plots on the
interior od the site
are excavated.
Embankment of
clean soil is used
for fill as noise
barrier becomes
less important.
Catchment
extended to
collect runoff from
contaminated
plots.
/
5. previous step
repeats as land
for rremediation
becomes available.
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ACT 6
RAIZING PRODUCTION
The process of making can be
enabled by paying attention
to the excess and making that
excess into usable material
This act proposes the reuse of the factory as a
construction and demolition waste recovery facil-
ity. A quick look at several statistics will reveal
why this makes sense.
-15% of solid waste landfilled in Michigan comes
from Canada
-20% of solid waste in Michigan landfilled comes
from contruction & demolition waste (C&D)
-Ml imports all of Toronto's municipal solid waste.
-Illegal dumping in SW Detroit is primarily com-
posed of C&D
-Tipping fees in Detroit can be as low as $8/ton. A
nationwide average is $23/ton1
These statistics indicate that waste could very
well be a growth industry in Detroit. This would
occur by establishing a centralized material
recovery and processing facility for c&d waste.
Instead of shipping all the garbage of Toronto
through Detroit and into the landfills of Washt-
enaw County, a good portion of this waste stream
could be diverted to a recycling plant for eventual
remanufacturing and reselling. Because tipping
fees in Detroit are so low, there is no incentive
for recycling as opposed to landfilling, so markets
would need to be developed in order to make the
recycling plant profitable. This required entrepre-
neurial stance has already begun to happen in
Detroit and at other recycling facilities all over the
country. A large percentage of construction and
demolition waste can now be recycled, with much
of it being used as daily cover for landfills (thus sav-
ing virgin soil). If the large amount of Toronto trash
is seen as a resource and not as a shame, then new
methods of doing business and occupying under-
valued industrial sites might be implemented.
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6.0 proposals
TRUCKS
TRASH
TREES
~,
The project traces how various acts of demolition can create
generative opportunities across the life of the McGraw site, which
across time can be described as a progression and amalgam
of trucks, trash and trees. Taking the present reality of trucking
as the point of departure for the design interventions several
design considerations occur in the near present. The main design
proposals of the project are considered 7-10 years in the future as
the McGraw site will undergo another transformation, this time to
a construction and demolition waste (C&D) recovery plant. As the
C&D plant operates, the grounds are remediated, the site becomes
populated with trees and public access increases as the lines
between industry and recreation are tested for mutual benefit.
Within this phase, demolitions will occur for their contemporary
efficacy as well as their impact on a more distant future. This more
distant future will be the focus of some speculation as a way of
assessing the generative powers of demolition.
PHASE 1PRE-DEMO
PROGRAMS
1. Site openings
2. Preparatory structures for demolition and exca-
vation
Set aside designated areas for the site to transform
(the American survey):
-A material reclamation warehouse and workshop
for the building's own demolition,
-The four craneways in original building
-Several selected rail spurs for transportation in
disassembly process
-Four minimal staging facilities for excavation and
landfilling process
-long-term monitoring stations
Redraw boundaries of areas excess to forthcoming
trucking program (the French survey):
-Demarcate Wyoming Avenue frontage (100' strip)
-Demarcate Addison Avenue Parcel in NE corner of
site
Assess contamination levels, geomorphology and
soil types.
-Take soil borings across site.
-Make preliminary plans for in-situ remediation
land remediated
public accessiblifty
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PHASE2TRUCKS
PROGRAMS
1.Material reclamation warehouse and
workshop
2.Construction and demolition waste recycling
plant
3.Recycling and soil remediation plant
administration
4.phytoremediation testing and production
greenhouses
5.environmental testing laboratory
6.drive in movie theater
7.plant tour reception center
8. 2 acre neighborhood playground
9.MDOT road maintenance and repair facility
10. inert waste landfill
11. site contmination landfill
Provide improved access from interstate
-Extend westbound off ramp from 1-94 to avoid
residential neighborhoods
-Build weigh-station and site-gatehouse at end
of exit ramp & convert northern gatehouse to
outbound weighing pavilion
Demolish parts of factory to permit increased
trucking activity
-Cut new loading docks on the all along the west
and north face of the building to facilitate an
immediate increase in --capacity for the truck
traffic.
-Sever western additions from original Kahn
building to open 75' truck lane. Remove roof and
every other truss to accommodate new loading
dock access, store removed trusses in warehouse,
store remaining trusses in place for future
removal.
-Insert new 15 degree angle docks on interior of
new truck lane
Remediate amd/or contain soil within non-truck
areas
-Partially remove the parking lot and contaminated
soil on western edge of site.
-Overdig contaminated soil to create stockpile of
clean soil for future remediation and filling
-Create buffer between truck yard and site
exterior along with pedestrian-friendly north/south
circulation
-Collect stormwater in detention basin and allow
for some in situ remediation of contaminated
runoff.
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PHASE 3TRASH,
PROGRAMS
1.Material reclamation warehouse and workshop
2.Construction and demolition waste recycling plant
3.Recycling and soil remediation plant
administration
4.phytoremediation testing and production
greenhouses
5.environmental testing laboratory
6.drive in movie theater
7.plant tour reception center
8. 2 acre neighborhood playground
9.MDOT road maintenance and repair facility
10. inert waste landfill
11. site contmination landfill
Reduce size and transform existing structures to
accommodate neww programs
-Demolish northeast part of plant,keep fagade as
fence and elevated walkway
-Demolish northern part of plant, freeing part of
1936 Kahn and space for work yard
-Convert long term storage warehouse to recycling
plant
-Remove interior portions of 1942 gun plant
for exterior tipping floor, salvaging trusses for
reinforcing parts of the '36 building
-Convert distribution warehouses to greenhouses
and reception center
-use salvaged trusses from east warehouse to
construct MDOT facility
-Reclad powerplant with transparent material for
view of plant tour
-Salvage 70' trusses from above trucking alley &
construct 70' tall movie screen/fagade for plant
administration building.
-excavate existing pit of central machining bay for
use as tipping pit in recycling plant
Resume remediation efforts in areas vacated by
structures
-Pour containment wall around LUSTs
-Remediate or excavate areas vacated by trucking
activities
-Demolish most of embankments to gain access to
reserved clean soil for fill
-Extend catchments to segregate contaminated plot
runoff
-Set aside plots for longer term testing
Designate and begin using new landfilling areas
-cap northeast landfill and convert to playground
-begin second landfill just to the west
-Construct retaining wall and begin building
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PHASE 4TRASH
PROGRAMS
1. public playground
2. ndoor recreation complex
3. public park associated with regionally-
scaled greenbelt
4. 1-94 highway rest area
5. remediation test facility
6. visitor's center/park services
7. site history museum
8 greenhouse/botanical garden
Reduce and renovate existing structures to
embrace more intensive public uses
-Remove C&D recycling equipment and facilities,
and implement indoor recreation facilities.
-Make tactical cut from south locker room to the
outside of the plant.
-Remove construction fence, leaving only original
steel framing members.
-Demolish remaining southern part of 1990 plant to
reveal famous view of Kahn's 1941 DeSoto plant.
-Allow tipping pit to remain as subterranean
botanical garden and east-west passage across
the Kahn factory.
-Construct highway rest area from salvaged parts
from further demolitions.
Complete all remediation programs
-Phytoremediation trees are harvested and
destroyed after their 15-year extraction program
ends.
-Set up long term monitoring operations and testing
facilities in the reception center.
End all landfilling operations
-Close and cap east slope landfill and convert to
park;
-Close and cap northeast landfills and convert to
playground and sports fields.
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Site re-survey
Site openings
Distribution center
Long term storage
Disassembly workshop
MDOT road facility
C&D waste plant
Drive-in movies
Remediation/research
Plant tours & reception
Landfill
Interstate rest area
parks/gardens/ trails
Sports & recreation
LANDFORMS THAT ARE GENERATED
EFROM NECESSARY EEDIATION BE-
COME A PEDESTRIAN LANDSCAPE AND
A WAY OF CONTANI0NG STORMWATER
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independent recycler offices
light wells
roof deck
plant management & ad- -
ministration
preserved existing structure -
4th Floor 3W'-"
3rd Floor 24'-O"
environmental testing
laboratories
remediation gallery
precast conc.
roof planters
cafe canopy
lookout
recycling gallery
ramp to factoryiour
auditorium/lecture
porch/entrance from
parking lot
factory tour reception area
2nd Floor 13I'-O
I at Floor 110"
sunken garden
M
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The End(notes)
CHAPTER 1.0 introduction
1. http://www.detnews.com/2003/autosinsider/0309/18/a01-272836.htm
2. ibid
3. For brownfiled definition and estimations, see http://www.epa.gov/swerosps/bf/
glossary.htm#brow
4. "Dearborn company is focus of search: Officials seek clues to oil spill in April" June 19, 2002
Detroit Free Press
5. One of the most popular and well run websites is http://www.detroityes.com which hosts the
"Fabulous Ruins of Detroit." Author and local legend Lowell Boileau maintains forums and a
record of which buildings are facing demolition, as well as
6. Thanks to Glenn Pavey of the Farbman Group for sharing this information on the development
this site and other such sites.
CHAPTER 4.0 field notes
1. Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary
la.. la One of the most famous demolition contractors in the world is called Controlled Demolition,
Inc. They specialize in high profile implosions of large scale structures, including the Okla
homa City Federal Build ing, the Seattle Kingdome and Hudson's Department Store
2. Pittsburgh Post Gazette, 27 August, 2004
3. Ingegnoli, p. 22
4. Alois Reigl "the modern cult of monuments; its character and origins" oppositions reader...
5. hp folks.com
6. http://womensfootballcentral.com/demolition
7. All around Detroit; a narrative pictorial history to points of interest; with eighty original pen
and ink drawings and two birds'-eye maps, by Frank Barcus. 1939
8. Viollet-le-Duc, Eugene-Emmanuel, 1814-1879. Annals of a fortress. Boston, J.R. Osgood and
company, 1876.
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9. Perfect demolition leaves Dome a fallen souffle http://seattlepi.nwsource.com/kingdome/
main.shtml
10. ibid
11. http://www.wordiq.com/definition/RobertMoses
12. http://edition.cnn.com/2004/WORLD/asiapcf/09/13/nkorea.blast/
13. As an example of an attempt to reverse this process, see the Illinois river flooding project.
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